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NOTE FOR THE PRESENT EDITION: 

To obtain the listings referred to in this document (Condordance, 

Symbolic Dictionary, Program Listing), submit to the Network Control 

Center operators the following information about each listing 

desired: 

1) riame 

2) account number 

3) name of file to be listed --
4) number of copies 

5) tab stops 

File names and appropriate tab stops are as follows: 

1) For IMP system listing: file name is "IMPLST,,DCS"; 

tab stops are 6, 7, 4, 1.0, 15, 1.0' 
2) For dictionary: file name is "IMPDEF, ,DCS"; 

tabs are 8, 5, 7, 5 
3) For concordance: file name is "IMP CON DCS II. 

' ' ' 
no tab stops are required. 

Forms for listing requests are available in the NCC computer room. 

- :-- - -
-. ·-
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INTRODUCTiON 

This report has been prepared to assist the Joint Technical 
Support Activity (JTSA) of the Defense Communications Agency. (DCA) 

in establishing the Prototype WWMCCS Intercomputer Network (PWIN). 

The Interface Message Processor (IMP) programs described in this 
document were developed for the Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(ARPA) Network. These programs have been modified slightly to 
include the cryptographic resynchronization procedures nece~~ary 

for the PWIN. The modifications are described in AppendiX IV. 

The ARPA Network has been in operation for about four years 

and has become a national facility. The network has grown to over 
thirty sites spread across the United States, including the_recent 
connection via satellite to Hawaii, and is steadily gr~wing; over 

forty independent computer systems of varying manufacture are 
interconnected. Provision has been made for terminal access to the 

network from sites which do not enjoy the ownership of an indepen
dent. computer system. A map of the ARPA Network as of January 1973 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Implementation of the IMPs required the development of a 
sophisticated computer program. This program has been previously 

described in [1,2]. As stated then, the principal function of the 
IMP program is the processing of packets, including the following: 

segmentation of Host messages into packets; receiving, routing, 
and transmitting store-and-forward packets; retransmitting unacknowl

edged packets; reassembling packets into messages for transmission 
into a Host; and generating RFNMs and other control messages. The 

program also monitors network status, gathers statisticrs, ana per-
forms on-line testing. - -. 

1 
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Recently, based on two and one-half ~ears or operating 
experience with up to twenty-five IMPs throughout the network, 

the operational program was significantly modified. The modifi

cation implemented new algorithms which el.iminate causes of 
network lockup and improve the performance of the IMP. The 
modification also extended the capabilities of the IMP so it 
can now interface to Hosts over common carrier circuits (Very 

Distant Hosts [3]),efficiently manage buffers ror lines with a 
wide range of speeds, and perform better network diagposU.cs-~ 

After prolonged study and preliminary design [4,5], this program 
revision was implemented in July, 1972~ Since that time, other 

modifications have been made, part'icularly in the methods of
computing and distributing routing information. Changes also 

have been made to permit the use or an additional 4K words for 
buffer storage. 

This report is a summary of IMP software most recently 

implemented. In a sense, the program descriptions presented below 
are but a snapshot of the IMP programs. As the ARPA Network 

grows and the base of experience broadens, other IMP changes will 
be made, creating the need for revised documentation. Thus, 

as in any dynamic program, the only up-to-date description is 
contained in the listing of the program actually operating in 

the IMPs. 

Section 1 of this report deals with the way the IMP performs 

its functions; it explains general protocols between several 
components ·or a network of IMPs. Section 2 describes the IMP 
software. Flow diagrams of major IMP routines are incl~de~~n 
Appendix I . . Appendix II contains a detailed description of-·:· . _ 
program functions. Graphic descriptions of data formats are 
included as Appendix III. Modifications to the program for 
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resynchro~ization of cryptographic devices are described in Appendix 
IV. Three attachments are included. They are a Concordance, a 

Symbolic Dictionary, and a listing of the IMP program. 

1. IMP Processes 

This section considers the algorithms that the IMP uses 

in performing its functions as a message-switching center and 
interface between Host computers. Figure 2 helps summariz~ some 
of the terms we will be using. The Host sends the IMP a me~sage 

- -
up to 8095 bits long. The message has a leader specifying its 

destination. The source IMP accepts the message in packets up to 
1008 bits long. Each packet has a header to allow for the _ 
transmission from IMP to IMP. Figure 2 demonstrates how me~sage 

1 is transferred from IMP to IMP in these packets, num~ered 1-1, 

1-2, and 1-3. When a packet is successfully received at each IMP, 

an acknowledge or ack is sent back to the previous IMP. Inter-IMP 
acks are shown returning for each packet. Finally the message 

arrives at the destination IMP where it is reassembled: that is, 
the packets are recombined into the original message. The message 

is sent to the destination Host and ·when it has been accepted, 
a Ready For Next Message (RFNM) is sent back to the source Host. 

A RFNM is a unique, one-packet message and it is acknowledged. 
Several points are worth noting. First, acks are not actually 

separate transmissions, but are piggy-backed in returning packets 
to cut down on overhead. Next, packets on the inter-IMP lines are 

checksummed in the modem interface hardware and the IMP employs 
a positive acknowledgment retransmission scheme. That is, if a. 
packet is in error, it is not acknowledged. Then it is_ret~ns

mitted until an acknowledge is received. Further, because ·of 
dynamic routing, an IMP may send the several packets -or a 

4 
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message out on different lines. For both of these reasons, the 

packets of a message may arrive at the destination IMP out of 
order and must be reassembled into the correct order for trans

mission to the destination Host. 

1.1 IMP-~ost Protocols 

1.1.1 Messages and RFNMs 

--
A major hazard in a message-switched network is conges~ion, 

- -which can arise either from system failures or from peak traffic 
flow. Congestion typically occurs when a destination IMP becomes 

flooded with incoming messages fo~ its Host. ' If the flow of 
-

messages to this destination is not regulated, the congestion will 
back up into the network, affecting other IMPs and degrading or 
.even completely clogging the communication service. To solve 
this problem a quenching scheme was developed that limits the flow 
of messages to a given destination ~efore .congestion begins to 

occur. 

This quenching scheme consists of practices which allocate 
buffer space before a message may enter the system. If buffering 

is provided in the source IMP, one can optimize for low delay 
transmissions. If the buffering is provided at the destination 

IMP, one can optimize for high bandwidth transmissions. To be 
consistent with the goal of a balanced communications system, an 

approach has been deyeloped which utilizes some buffer storage 
at both the source and the destination; the solution also utilizes 
a request mechanism from source IMP to destination IMP. 

Specifically, no multi-packet message is allowed to enter 
the network until storage for the message has been allocated .-at 

the destination IMP. As soon as the source IMP takes in the 

. 6 
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first packet of a multi-packet message, it sends a small control 
message to the destination IMP requesting that reassembly storage 

be reserved at the destination for this message. It does not 
take in further packets from the Host until it receives an 
allocation message in reply. The destination IMP queues the 
request and sends the allocation ~essage to the source IMP when 
enough reassembly storage is free; at this point the source IMP 
sends the message to the destination. 

Effective bandwidth is maximized for sequences of l..ang -:
messages by permitting all but the first message to bypass the 
request mechanism. When the message itself arrives at the 
destination, and the destination IMP is about to return the -RFNM, 
the destination IMP waits until it has room for an additional 
multi-packet message. It then piggybacks a storage allocation 

on the RFNM. If the source Host is prompt in answering the RFNM 

with its next ~essage, an allocation is ready and the message can 
be transmitted at once. If the source Host delays too long, 

or if the data transfer is complete, the source IMP returns the 
unused allocation to ·the destination. With this mechanism, the 

inter-message delay has been minimized and the Hosts can obtain 
the full bandwidth of the network. 

The delay for a short message has been minimized by trans
mitting it to the destination immediately while keep~ng a copy 

in the source IMP. If there is space at the destination, it is 
accepted and passed on to a Host and a RFNM is returned; the 

source IMP discards the message when it receives the RFNM. If 
not, the message is discarded, a request for allocation is 
queued and, when space becomes available, the source IMP is"'- -- .. 
notified that the message may now be retransmitted. _Thus, no 
setup delay is incurred when storage is available at the desti

nation. 

7 
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These mechanisms make the IMP network fairly insensitive 

to unresponsive Hosts, since the source Host is effectively held 
to a transmission rate equal to the reception rate of the 

destination Host. Further, reasse~bly lockup is prevented 
because the destination IMP will never have to turn away a multi

packet message destined for one of its Hosts; reassembly storage 
·has been allocated for each such message in the network. 

1.1.2 Host-IMP Interfacing 
- - . Each IMP will service up to four Hosts whose cable distances · 

from the IMP are less than 2000 feet. For distances greater than 
that, a modem channel must be used. This latter type of Host 

connection is termed a Very Distant Host (VDH). Procedures used 
for VDH connections are discussed in reference [3] and section 1.6 

of this report. 

Connecting an IMP to a wide .variety of different local Hosts, 

however, requires a hardware interface, some part of which must 
be custom tailored to each Host. It was decided, therefore, to 

partition the interface such that a standard portion would be 
built into the IMP, and would be identical for all Hosts, while 

a special portion of the interface would be unique to each Host. 
The interface is designed to allow messages to flow in both 

directions at once. A bit-serial in~erface was designed partly 
because it required fewer lines for electrical interfacing and 
was, therefore, less expensive, and partly to accommodate con
veniently the variety of word lengths in the 'different Host 

computers. The bit rate requirement on the Host line is suffi-

ciently low that parellel transfers are not necessary. - -=- -
- . .... 

- ... __ 
The Host interface operates asynchronously, eac~ data bit 

being passed across the interface via a Ready for Next Bit/There's 
Your Bit handshake procedure. This technique permits the bit rate 

8 
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to adjust to the rate of the slower member of the pair and allows 

necessary interruptions, when words must be stored into or re
trieved from memory. The IMP introduces a preadjusted delay between 

bits that limits the maximum data rate; at present, this delay 
is set to 10 ~sec. Any delay introduced by the Host in the hand

shake procedure further slows the rate below this 100 Kbs maximum. 

1.2 IMP-IMP Message Protocols 

To insure that messages arrive at a destination Host i~-

-----proper order, a sequence control mechanism was developed based 

on a single logical ''pipe" between each source and destination 
IMP. Each IMP maintains an independent message number sequ~nce 

for each pipe. A message number is assigned to each messag~ at 
the source IMP and this message number is checked at the destina
tion IMP. All Hosts at the source and destination IMPs share 

c:J this message space. Out of an eight-bit message number space 

both the source and destination keep a small window of currently 
valid message numbers, which allows several messages to be in 

the pipe simultaneously. Messages arriving at a destination IMP 
with out-of-range message numbers are duplicates to be discarded. 

The window presently encompasses four numbers. The message 
number concept serves two purposes: it orders the four messages 

that can be in the ''logical" pipe, and it allows detection of 
duplicates. The message number is internal to the IMP subnetwork 
and is invisible to the Hosts. 

A sequence control system based on a single source/destination 
pipe, however, does not permit priority traffic to go ahead of 

other traffic. This problem was solved by permitting two ~pes · 

between each source and destination, a priority (or low delay) 

pipe and a non-priority (or high bandwidth) pipe. To avoid having 

9 
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each IMP maintain two eight-bit message number sequences for 

every other IMP in the network, the low delay and high bandwidth 
pipes were coupled so that duplicate detection can be performed in 

common, thus requiring only one eleven-bit message number sequence 
for each IMP. 

The eleven-bit number consis-ts of a one-bit priority/ 
non-priority flag, two bits to order priority messages, and 

eight bits to order all messages. For example, if we use the 
letters A, B, c, and D to denote the two-bit order numbers for 
priority messages and the absence of a letter to indicate a non

priority message, we can describe a typical situation as follows: 
the source IMP sends out non-priority message 100, then priority 

messages lOlA and 102B, and then non-priority message 103. ·suppose 
the destination IMP receives these messages in the order l02B, lOlA, 

103, 100. It passes these messages to the Host in the order lOlA, 
102B, 100, 103_. Message number 100 could have been sent to the 

destination Host first if it had arrived at the destination first, 
but the priority messages are allowed to "leapfrog" ahead of 

message number 100 si-nce it was delayed in the network. The IMP 
holds 102B until lOlA arrives, as the Host must receive priority 

message A before it receives priority message B. Likewise, message 
100 must be passed to the Host before message 103. 

Hosts may, if they choose, have several messages outstanding 
simultaneously to a given destination but, since priority messages· 

can "leapfrog" ahead, and the last message in a sequence of long 

messages may be short, priority can not be assigned strictly on 

the basis of message length. Therefore, Hosts must exp~icit~~ 
indicate to the IMP whether a message has priority or not . ... __ _ 

10 
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Since message numbers and reserved storage are so critical 
in the system, very stringent and careful procedures were 

developed to account for a lost message. The source IMP keeps 
track of all messages for which a ~FNM has not yet been received. 

When the RFNM is not received for too long (presently about 30 
seconds), the source IMP sends a control message to the destination 

inquiring about the possibility of an incomplete transmission. 
The destination responds to this message by indicati~g ~hether. 

the message in question was previously received or not. Th~ source 
- -- . 

IMP continues inquiring until it receives a response. This tech-· 

nique guarantees that the source and destination IMPs keep their 
message number sequences synchronized and that any allocate~ 

space will be released in the rare case that a message is l9st 
in the subnetwork because of a machine failure. 

1.3 IMP-to-IMP Channel Protocol 

1.3.1 Logical Channel Protocol 

A technique has been adopted for IMP-to-IMP transmission 
control which improves efficiency by 10-20% over the original 

separate acknowledge/timeout/retransmission approach described 
in [1]. In the new scheme; which is also used for the Very Distant 

Host [3], each physical inter-IMP circuit is broken into a number 
of logical channels, currently eight .in each direction. Acknowl

edgments are returned piggybacked on normal network traffic in a 
set of eight acknowledgment bits, one bit per channel, contained 

in every packet, thus requiring less bandwidth than the original 
method of sending each acknowledge in its own packet. In 

addition, the period between retransmissions is dependent ~en 
the volume of new traffic. Under light loads the network has · -
minimal retransmission delays, and the network automatically 

adjusts to minimize the interference of retransmissions with 
new traffic. 

11 
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Each packet is assigned to an outgoing logical channel 
and carries the odd/even bit for its channel (which is used to 
detect duplicate packet transmissions), its channel number, and 
eight acknowledge bits - one for each channel in the reverse 
direction. 

The transmitting IMP continually cycles through its used 
channels (those with packets associated with them), transmitting 

the packets along with the channel number and the associa~ed odd/ 
even bit. At the receiving IMP, if the odd/even bit_of ~e~re

ceived packet does not match the odd/even bit associated with 
the appropriate receive channel, the packet is accepted and the 

receive odd/even bit is complemented; otherwise the packet is 
a duplicate and is discarded. 

Every packet arriving over a line contains acknowledges for 

all eight channels. The ack bits are set up at the distant IMP 
when it copies its receive odd/even bits into the positions reserved 

for the eight acknowledge bits i~ the control portion of every packet 
transmitted. In the absence of other traffic, the acknowledges 

are returned in null packets in which only the acknowledge bits 
contain relevant information (i.e., the channel . number and odd/ 

even bit are meaningless; null packets are not acknowledged). 
When an IMP receives a packet, it compares (bit by bit) the 

acknowledge bits against the transmit odd/even bits. For each 
match found, the corresponding channel is marked unused, the 
corresponding waiting packet buffer is discarded, and the transmit 
odd/even bit is complemented. 

In view of the large number of channels, and the d~lay __ ~?a~ _. 

is encounte~ed on long lines, some packets may have to wait . ~n _ 
inordinately long time for transmission. A one-character packet 

should not have to wait for several thousand-bit packets to be 

12 
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transmitted, multiplying by 10 or more the effective delay seen 

by the source. Therefore, the following transmission ordering 
scheme has been instituted: priority packets which have never 
been transmitted are sent first; next sent are any regular 
packets which have never been transmitted; rinally, if there 

are no new packets to send, previously transmitted packets which 
are unacknowledged are sent. or course, unacknowledged packets 

are periodically retransmitted even when there is a continuous 

stream of new trafric. 

1.3.2 Physical Circuit Protocol 

Each packet is individually routed rrom IMP to IMP thr~ugh 

the network toward the destination. 
the transmitting hardware generates 

characters and checksum digits that 

At each IMP along the way, 
initial and terminal framing 

are shipped with the packet 
c:? and are used for error detection by the receiving hardware of 

the next IMP. The format or a packet on an inter-IMP channel is 
shown in Figure 3. 

Errors in transmission can affect a packet by destroying the 
framing and/or by modifying the data content. If the rraming 

is disturbed in any way, the packet either will not be recognized 
or will be rejected by the receiver. In addition, the check digits 
provide protection against errors that affect only the data. The 

check digits can detect all patterns of four or fewer errors 
occurring within a packet, and any single error burst of a length 

less than twenty-four bits. An overwhelming majority or all other 
possible errors (ail but about one in 22ij) is also detected. Thus, 

the mean time between undetected errors in the subnet shouTcl~ be -on 
the order of years. 

13 
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1.4 Routing Algorithm 

The routing algorithm directs each packet to its destination 
along a path for which the total estimated transit time is 

smallest. This path is not determined in .advance. Instead, each 
IMP individually decides onto which of its output lines to 

transmit a packet addressed to another destination. This selection 
is made by a fast and simple table lookup procedure. For each 

possible destination, an entry in the table designates the --appro
priate next leg. These entries reflect line or IMP trou.b.l-e ,--

traffic congestion, and current local subnet connectivity. This 

routing table is updated about every two-thirds of a second, as 

described below. 

Each IMP estimates the delay it expects a packet to en~ 
counter in reaching every possible destination. over each of its 

output lines. It selects the minimum delay estimate for each 
destination and periodically passes these estimates to its immediate 

neighbors. Each IMP then constru~ts its own routing table by 

combining its neighbors' estimates with its own estimates of the 

delay to each neighbor. The estimated delay to each neighbor is 

based upon both queue lengths and the recent peFformance of the 

connecting communication circuit. For each destination, the table 

is then made to specify that selected output line for which the 

sum of the estimated delay to the neighbor plus the neighbor's 

delay to the destination is smallest. 

The routing table is periodically and dynamically updated 

to adjust for changing conditions in the network. The system 

is adaptive to the ups and downs of lines, IMPs, and col}ges..tlgn; _ .. 

it does not require the IMP to know the topology of the network. 

15 
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In partic~lar, an IMP need not even know the identity of its 
immediate neighbors. Thus, the leased circuits could be re
configured to a new topology without requiring any changes to 
the IMPs. 

1.5 Failure Protocols 

The network is designed to be largely invulnerable to circuit 

or IMP failure as well as to outages for maintenance. Special 
status and test procedures are employed to help cope with-various 

failures. In the normal course of events the IMP program trans
mits hello bits in its routing messages. The acknowledgment for a 

hello packet is an I-heard-you (IHY) bit in a returning null packet. 

A dead line is detected by the sustained absence (approxi
mately 3.2 sec) of IHY messages on that line. No regular packets 

will be routed onto a dead line, and any packets awaiting trans
mission will be rerouted. Routing tables in the network are ad
justed automatically to reflect the loss. Receipt of thirty 

consecutive I-hea~d-ypu packets is required (an event which con
sumes at least~~ seconds) before a dead line is defined to be 

alive once again. 

A dead line may reflect trouble either in the communication 

facilities or in the neighboring IMP itself. Normal line errors 
caused by dropouts, impulse noise, or other similar conditions 

should not result in a dead line, because such errors typically 
last only a few milliseconds, and only occasionally as long as a 

few tenths of a second. Therefore, it is expected ·that a line 
_ , _ 

will be defined as dead only when serious trouble conditions 

occur. 
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If dead lines eliminate all routes between two IMPs, the 
IMPs are said to be disconnected and each of these IMPs will 

discard messages destined for the ?ther. Disconnected IMPs cannot 
be rapidly detected from the dela~ estimates that arrive from 
neighboring IMPs. Consequently, additional information is trans
mitted between neighboring IMPs to help detect this condition. 
Each IMP transmits to its -neighbors the length of the shortest 
existing path ( i . .e., number of. IMP·s) from itself to each 
destination. To the smallest s·uch received number per destj,_na-

- -tion, the IMP adds one. This incremented number is the length 
of the shortest path from that IMP to the destination. If the 
length ever exceeds the number of network nodes, the destination 
IMP is assumed to be unreachable and therefore disconnected. 

Messages intended for dead Hosts (which are.not the same as 
dead IMPs) cannot be delivered; therefore, these messages 

c=> require special handling to avoid indefinite circulation in the 
network and spurious arrival at a later time. Such messages 

are purged from the network at the destination IMP. A Host 

computer is notified about another dead Host only when attempting 
to send a message to that Host. 

1.6 Very Distant Host (VDH) Protocols 

In instances where a host is located more than 2000 feet from 
the IMP, connection is made by means of the standard modem inter

face hardware normally used for inter-IMP communication. Reference 
[3] contains a detailed description of the protocol used for this 

type of interface. 
-=--- --·--

Briefly, the method used to assure successful IMP-Host 

transfers is similar to that used for the inter-IMP qhannels. 
Logical channels are used as described in section 1.3.1, although 

in this case only two channels are employed and the order of 
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transmission is important. Therefore, both the Host and IMP 
software must be aware of packets. For example, assume packet A 
is transmitted from an IMP on channel ~, and packet B is then 

transmitted on channel 1. If an error were detected in packet 
A, but not B, no ack would be returned for A. The Host would 

retain Packet B until A is retransmitted to it and received 
successfully, thus insuring delivery of the packets to its own 

processes in order A-B. 

2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS -
Implementation of the IMPs required the development of a 

sophisticated operational compute~ program and the development of 
several auxiliary programs for hardware tests, program construc

tion, and debugging. This section discusses the design of the 
operational program and describes the auxiliary software. Detailed 

<:) program descriptions for the IMP software are included in Appendix II. 

2.1 General Descriptions 

As previously mentioned, the principal function of the IMP 
operational program is the processing of packets. This processing 

includes segmentation of Host messages into packets for routing 
and transmission, building of headers, receiving, routing and 

transmitting of unacknowledged packets, reassembling of received 
packets into messages for transmission to the Host, and generating 

of RFNMs and acknowledgments. The progr~m also monitors network 
status, gathers statistics, and performs on-line testing. 

The entire program is composed of fifteen functionally distinct 
routines; each piece occupies no more than two or thre~ page& 

of core (512 words per page). These routines communicate pri

marily through common registers residing in page zero of the 

machine which are directly addressable from all pages of memory. 
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A map of core storage is shown in Figure~. Seven of the fifteen 
programs are directly involved in the flow of packets through 
the IMP: the task program performs the major portion of the 
packet processing, including the reassembly of Host messages; 
the modern programs (IMP-to-Modern and Modern-to-IMP) handle in

terrupts and the resetting of buffers for the Modern channels; 
the Host programs (IMP-to-Host and Host-to-IMP) handle interrupts 

and resetting of buffers for the Host channels, build packet 
headers during input, and construct allocation requests sen~ --to the destination IMPs; the timeout program maintains a software · 
clock, times out unused buffer allocations, reinitiates programs 

which have paused, and initiates routing computations and other 
relatively infrequent events. A background loop contains the 

remaining major programs and deals with initialization, debugging, 
testing, statistics gathering, and tracing. Background programs 

also initiate RFNM allocation and other sequencing and control 
messages. Aft·er a brief description of data structures, we will 
discuss packet processing in some detail. 

2.1.1 Data Structur~s 

The major system data structures· consist of buffers, 
queues and tables. 

Buffer Storage. The buffer storage space consists of about 
~0 fixed length buffers, each of which is used for storing a 

single packet. An unused buffer is chained onto a free buffer 
list and is removed from this list when it is needed to store an 

incoming packet. A packet, once stored in a buffer, is never moved. 
After a packet has been successfully passed along to its Hos-t. -- -· 

or to another IMP, its buffer is returned to the free list : ·:·The 

buffer space is partitioned in such a way that each ~roce~s 
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(store and forward traffic, Host traffic, etc.) is always guaranteed 
some buffers. For the sake of program speed and simplicity, no 
attempt is made to retrieve the space wasted by partially filled 

buffers. 

In handling store and rorward trarric 3 all processing is on 
a per-packet basis. Further, altho"ugh trarric to and from Hosts 

is composed of messages, the IMP converts to dealing with packets; 
the Host transmits a message as a single unit but the IMP takes 

it one buffer at a time. As each burfer is rilled, the _program 
selects another buffer for input until the entire message has 

been provided for. These successive buffers will, in general, 
be scattered throughout the IMP's ·memory. An equivalent inverse 

process occurs on output to the Host after all packets of the 
message have arrived at the destination IMP. No attempt is made 

to collect the packets of a message into a contiguous portion 
<:) of IMP memory. The allocation of buffer space in core storage 

is shown in Figure 4, as mentioned previously. Notice that 
code is generally centered within a page, and there is code 

on every page of core. 

The IMP program uses the rollowing set of ~ules to allocate 
the approximately 40 available burfers to the various tasks 
requiring them: 

• Each line must be able to get its share of buffers 

for input and output. In particular, one burfer is 

always allocated for output on each line, guaranteeing 
that output is always possible for each line. Double 
buffering is provided for input on each line, which 

permits all input traffic to be examined by the program. 
Thus, acknowledgments can always be processed, which- ~ ... 

frees buffers. 
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• ~n attempt is made to provide enough store-and-forward 
buffers so that all lines may operate at full capacity. 
The number of buffers needed depends directly on line 

distance and line speed. The current limit for each 
line is eight or fewer buffers, and a pool is provided 

for all lines. A rnaxirn~rn of twenty buffers is available 
in the store-and-forward pool. 

• Ten buffers are always allocated to reassembly storage, 
allowing allocations for one multi-packet me~sage and 

two single-packet messages. Additional buffers may be 
claimed for reassembly, up to a maximum of twenty-six. 

Buffers currently in use are either dedicated to an incoming 
or outgoing. packet, chained on a queue awaiting processing 
by the program, or being processed. Occasionally, a buffer may 

be simultaneously found on two qu~ues; this situation can occur 
when a packet is waiting on one queue to be ~orwarded and on 

another to be acknowledged. 

Queues. There a~e three principal types of queues: 

• Task: All routing packets, all packets from the moderns 
and all packets received on Host channels are placed on 

the task queue. 

• Output: A separate output queue is constructed ~or each 

inter-IMP modem circuit and each Host. Each modem output 
queue is subdivided into a priority queue and a regular 
message queue, which are serviced in that order. Each Host 

output queue is subdivided into a control message queu~, 
- ----=-

a priority queue, and a regular message queue, which_ ~~~ 

also serviced in the indicated order. 

• Reassembly: The reassembly queue contains those packets 

being reassembled into messages for the Host. 
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Tables. Tables in core are used for the storage of queue 

pointers, for trace blocks, for reassembly information, for 
messages waiting for allocation, for routing, allocation, 

sequence control, and for statistips and trace data. Figure 5 
summarizes the IMP table storage. All IMPs have identical tables. 
The program has twelve words of tables for each of the sixty-four 
TMPs now possible in the network. The program has ninety-one 
words of tables for each of the eight Hosts (four real and four 
fake) that can be connected; additionally, twelve words of QQde 

- -are replicated for each real Host that can be connected. The 
program has fifty-five words of tables for each of the five lines 

that can be connected; additionally, thirty-seven words of code 
are replicated for each line that can be connected. 

The size of the initialization code and the associated 

tables deserves mention. This was originally quite small. 
However, as the network has grown and the IMP's capabilities have 

been expanded, the amount of memory dedicated to initialization 
has steadily grown.. This is mainly due to the fact that the 

IMPs are no longer identically configured. An IMP may be re
qu.ired to handle a Very Distant Host, or TIP hardware, or five 

lines and two Hosts, or four Hosts and three lines, or a very 

high speed line, or a satellite link. As the .Physical permutations 
of the IMP have continued to increase, the criterion followed has 
been that the program should be identical in all IMPs, allowing an 
IMP to reload its program from a neighboring IMP and providing 
other considerable advantages. However, maintaining only one 

version of the program means that the program must rebuild itself 
during initialization to be the proper program to handle the parti~ 

- . -=-- --
cular physical configuration of the IMP. Furthermore, it must be 

able to turn itself back into its nominal form when it is reloaded 
into a neighbor. All of this takes tables and code. Unfortunately, 
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the proliferation of IMP configurations which has taken place was 

not foreseen; therefore, the program differences currently cannot 

be conveniently computed from a simple configuration key. Instead, 
the configuration irregularities must be explicitly tabled. 

2 .1. 2 Packet Fl o·w Through Major.IMP Routines 

Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of packet processing. 

The processing programs are described below. Packet flow ·may 

be followed by referring to Figure 6. -..-· 

The Host-to-IMP routine (H-I) handles messages being 
transmitted into the IMP from a local Host. The routine first 
·accepts the leader to construct a header that is prefixed to 

-
each packet of the message. It then accepts the first packet 

and, if no allocation of space exists for the destination IMP, .. 
constructs a request for buffer alloc·ation, which it places on 

the task queue.. Single-packet messages are placed directly on 
the task queue regardless of allocation status and are held via 

the pending packet table until either a RFNM or allocation is 
returned. A returned· RFNM releases the packet. · A returned 

allocation for the single-packet message will cause retrans
mission from the background loop. Requests for multipacket 

allocation are sent without actual message data. The request 
is recorded at the destination IMP and an allocation message 

is returned via the background loop when space is available. 
A returned allocation causes H-I to release the first packet 

with header to the task queue via the programmable task in
terrupt. Subsequent input is then accepted ~rom the Host unt~l 

- - ":;: - • 

end of message (EOM) occurs. The routine also tests a hardw~re 
trouble indicator and verifies the message format. The r9utine 
is serially reentrant and services all Hosts connected to the 

IMP. 
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The Modem-to-IMP routine (M-I) handles inputs from the 

modems. This routine consists of several identical routines, 
each devoted to a modem channel. Such duplication is useful 

to obtain higher speed. This routine first sets up a new input 
buffer, normally obtained from the free list. If a buffer 

cannot be obtained, the received buffer is not acknowledged 
and is reused immediately. The discarded packet will be 

retransmitted by the distant IMP. The routine processes 
returning acknowledgments for previously transmitted pa~~ta 
and either releases the packets to the free list or signals their · 
subsequent release to the IMP-to-Modem routine. The M-I routine 
then places the buffer on the end · of the task queue and triggers 
the programmable task interrupt. 

The TASK routine uses the header info'rmation to direct packets 

to their proper destination. The routine is driven by the task 
interrupt, which is set whenever a packet is put on the task 

queue. The routine routes packets from the task queue onto an 
output modem or Host queue determined from the routing algorithm. 

If the packet is for non-local delivery, the routine determines 
whether sufficient store and forward buffer space is available. 

If not, buffers from modem lines are· flushed and no subsequent 

acknowledgment is returned by the IMP-to-Modem routine. Normally, 
an acknowledgment is returned in the next outgoing packet over that 

modem line. Packets from Hosts which cannot get store and forward. 
space are removed from the queue and replaced at a later time by 
the H-I routine. 

If a packet from a modem line is addressed for local delivery, - -;:_ . . 
its message .number is checked to see whether a duplicate pac~~t. 

has been received. As mentioned previously, each IMP maintains 

a window of contiguous numbers which it will accept from a source 
IMP. Packets wi ·l.h out-of-range numbers are considered duplicate 
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and are discarded. The message window is four numbers wide. 
Thus, eight messages can be in progress between any two IMPs 

(four in each direction). The receipt of a RFNM or other 
control message by the origin Host permits the window to be 
moved up by one number. 

Replies such as RFNMs or Dead Host messages are placed on 

the Host one-word queue. TASK then pokes to IMP-to-Host routine to 
initiate output to the Host. 

Message packets for local delivery are linked t6gefher with 

other packets of the same message number on the reassembly queue. 
When a message is completely reassembled, the leading packet 

is linked to the appropriate Host output queue for processing by 
the IMP-to-Host. 

Incoming routing messages are processed by the task routine 
~ by storing the neighbor's route data in temporary tables. These 

tables are consolidated and entered into the IMP's own route 
table by the timeout routine, approximately every 6~0 ms. The 

task routine also responds to I-heard-you bits in routing messages, 
which indicate the neighbor received the routing table last sent. 

IMP-to-Modem (I-M). This routine transmits successive 

packets from the modem output queues and sends piggybacked ack
nowledgments for packets correctly received by the Modem-to-IMP 
routine and accepted by the task routine. 

IMP-to-Host (I-H). This routine passes messages to local 

Hosts and informs ~he background routine when a RFNM should be 
returned to the source Host. 

- =- · 
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Initialization and Baakground Loop. The IMP program starts 
in an initialization section that builds the initial data 
structures, prepares for inputs from modem and Host channels, and 

resets all program switches to the~r nominal state. The program 
then falls into the background loop, which is an endlessly re
peated series of low-priority subroutines that are interrupted 
to handle normal traffic. · 

The programs in the IMP background loop perform a variety
of functions: TTY is used to handle the IMP Teletype t~fffc; 

DEBUG, to inspect or change IMP core memory; TRACE, to transmit 

collected information about traced packets; STATISTICS, to take 
and transmit network and IMP statistics; PARAMETER-CHANGE, to 
alter the values of selected IMP parameters; and DISCARD, to 
throw away packets. Selected Hosts and IMPs, particularly 

the Network Control Center, will find it necessary or useful to 
communicate with one or more of these background loop programs. 

So that these programs may send and receive messages from the 
. . 

network, they are treated as "fake Hosts." Rather than duplicating 

portions of the large IMP-to-Host and Host-to-IMP routines, the 
background loop programs are treated as if they were Hosts, and 

they can thereby utilize existing programs. The "For IMP" bit 
or the "From IMP" bit in the leader indicates . that a given message 

is for or from a fake Host program i~ the IMP. Almost all of the 
background loop is devoted to running these programs. 

The TTY program assembles characters from the Teletype 

into network messages and decodes network messages into charac
ters for the Teletype. TTY's normal message destination is the 

- . -=- -- ·-· 
DEBUG program at its own IMP; however, TTY can be made to cq~~ 
municate with any other IMP Teletype, any other IMP DEBUG pro

gram or any Host program with compatible format. 
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The DEBUG program permits the operational program to be 

inspected and changed. Although its normal message source is 
the TTY program at its own IMP, DEBUG will respond to a message 

of the correct format from any source. T~is program is normally 
inhibited from changing the operational IMP program; local 

operator intervention is required to activate the program's full 
power. 

The STATISTICS program collects measurements about network 

operation and periodically transmits them to a designated · Host. 
This program sends but does not receive messages. STATISTICS has 

a mechanism for collecting measurements over 10-second intervals 
and for taking half-second snapshots of IMP queue lengths and rout

ing tables. It can also generate artificial traffic to loaa the 
network. 

Other programs in the background loop drive local status 
lights and operate the parameter c~ange routine. A thirty-two 
word parameter table controls the operation of the TRACE and 
STATISTICS programs and includes spares for expansion; the 
PARAMETER-CHANGE program accepts messages that change these 
parameters. 

Other routines, which send incomplete transmission messages, 

send allocations, r~turn givebacks, and send RFNMs, also reside 
in the background program. These routines are called Back Hosts. 

However, these programs run in a slightly different manner than 
the fake Hosts in that they do not simulate the Host/IMP channel 

hardware. They do not go through the Host/IMP code at all, but 
rather put their messages directly on the task queue. -Nonetheless, 
the principle is the same. :- · -
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Timeput. The timeout routine is started every 25.6 ms 
(called a fast-tick timeout period) by a clock interrupt. 

The routine has three sections: the fast timeout routine 
(every 25.6 ms) which "wakes up 11 any Host or modem interrupt 

routine that has languished (for example, when the Host input 
routine could not immediately start a new input because of a 
shortage in buffer space); the middle timeout routine (every 
128 ms) which retransmits any packets that have been too ~9ng 
on a modem-sent queue; and the slow timeout routine (every ~ 

- --
640 ms) which marks lines as alive or dead, updates the routing 
tables and does long term garbage collection of queues and 

other data structures. (For example, it protects the syste~ 
from the cumulative effect of such failures as a lost packe~ 
of a multiple packet message, where buffers are tied up in 
message reassembly). 

These three routines, Fast, Medium and Slow, are executed 
in the following pattern: 

FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF ... 

M M M M M s 
Although they run off a common interrupt, they are constructed 

to allow faster routines to interrupt slower ones should a 

slower routine not complete execution before the next timeout 
period. During garbage collection, every table, most queues, 
and many states of the program are timed out. Thus, if an entry 

remains in a table abnormally long or if a routine remains in a 
particular state for abnormally long, this entry or state is 
garbage-collected and the table or routine is returned to l~s 

initial or nominal state. In this way, abnormal conditions-are 
not allowed to hang up the system indefinitely. 
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Garbage collection may be explained by the following 
example. Every entry in a sixty-four entry table must be looked 

at every now and then. Timeout could wait the proper interval 
I and then look at every entry in the table on one pass. However, 

this would cause a severe transient in the timing of the IMP 
program as a whole. Instead, one entry is looked at each time 

through the timeout routine. This takes a little more total 
time but is much less disturbing to - the program as a whole~ In 
particular, worst case timing problems (for instance, t~- pro- · 
cessing time between the end of one modem input and the beginning· 

of the next) are significantly reduced by this technique. 

In addition to timing out various states of the program, 
the timeout routine is used to awaken routines which have put 

themselves to sleep for a specified period. Typically these 
routines are waiting for some resource to become available,_ and 

«:) are written as co-routines with the timeout routine. When they 
are restarted by Timeout the test is made for the availability of 

the resource, followed by another delay if the resource is not 
ye-t available. 

2.1.3 Control Organization 

It is characteristic of the IMP system that many of the 
main programs are entered both as subroutine calls from other 
programs and as interrupt calls from the hardware. The res~lting 

control structure is shown in Figure 7. The programs are 
arranged in a priority order; control passes upward in the chain 

whenever a hardware interrupt occurs or the current program 
decides that the time has come to run a higher priority-progr~~' 

- ---. ... 

- --•.. 

and control passes downward only when the higher prio~ity programs 
are finished. No program may execute either itself or a lower 

priority program; however, a program may freely execute a higher 
priority program. This rule is similar to the usual rules con-

(:,... cerning priority interrupt routines. 
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In one important case, however, control must pass from a 
higher priority program to a lower priority program - namely, 

from the several input routines to the task routine. For this 
special case, the computer hardware/ was modified to include 

a low-priority hardware interrupt that can be set by the program. 

When this interrupt has been honored (i.e., when all other 
interrupts have been serviced), the task routine is executed. 

Thus, control is directed where · needed without violating t~e 
priority rules. ~ 

The practical implementation of priority control involves 

the setting of interrupt masks and enabling or inhibiting 

interrupts. Masks are built during initialization. In general, 

when a routine is entered, either by hardware- or software-

initiated interrupt, the entering mask registers and keys are 
saved. A mask for the new routine is set into the mask register 
and the routine controls interrupts by executing INH or ENB. 

commands. Therefore, H-I may inhibit interrupts by M-I for 

short periods of time during critical functions by using the 

INH. When the ENB command is executed, however, the mask bits 

for M-I will permit hardware interrupts transferring control from . 

H-I. Interrupt control is obviously extremely critical and its use 
constitutes the most complex area of program operation. 

Some routines must occasionally wait for long intervals of 

time, for example when the Host-to-IMP routine must wait for an 

allocation from the destination IMP. Stopping the whole system 

would be intolerable. Therefore, should the need arise, such a 
routine is dismissed, and the timeout routine will later t~sf~r 

control to the waiting routine. 
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The control structure and the partition of responsibility 
among various programs achieve the following timing goals: 

• No program stops or delays the system while waiting 

for an event. 

• The program gracefully adjusts to the situation where the 

machine becomes compute-bound. 

The Modem-to-IMP routine can deliver its current 
packet to the task routine before the next packet 

arrives and can always prepare for successive packet 

inputs on each line. This timing is critical because 
a slight delay here might require retransmission of 
the entire packet. 

• The program will almost always deliver packets waiting 
to be sent as fast as they can be accepted by the phone 

line. 

• Necessary periodic processes (in the timeout routine) are 

always permitted to run, and do not interfere with input

output processes. 

2.1.4 Support Software 

Designing a real-time program for a small computer with many 

high rate I/0 channels is a specialized kind of software problem. 

The operational program required not only unusual techniques but 

also extra software tools; often the importance of such extra tools 
is not recognized. Further, even when these issues are recognized, 

the effort needed to construct such tools may be seriously under-
- - .-_ - .. 

estimated. The development of the IMP system has resulted in the - .. __ 

following kinds of supporting software: 

• Programs to test the hardware 

• Tools to help debug the system 

• A Host simulator 
• An efficient assembly process 
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So far, three hardware test programs have been developed. 

The first and largest is a complete program for testing all the 
special hardware features in the IMP. This program permits 

running of any or all of the modem interfaces in a crosspatched 
mode; it even permits operating several IMPs together in a test 

mode. The second hardware test program runs a detailed phone 

line test that provides statistics on phone line errors. The 
final program simulates the modem interface check register whose 

complex behavior is otherwise difficult to predict . ~ 

The software debugging tools exist in two forms. Initially 

a s imple stand-alone debugging program was designed with the capa
bility to do little more than examine and change individual core 

registers from the console Teletype. Subsequently, a version of 
the stand-alone debugging program (DDT) was embedded into the 

operational program. This operational debugging program not only 
provides debugging assistance at a single location but may also 

be used in network t esting and network debugging in a real-time 
environment. 

The initial impl·ementation of the IMP software took place 

without connecting to a true Host. To permit checkout of the 
Host-related porti ons of the operational program, a "Host s imulator" 

was built that takes input from the console Teletype and feeds the 

Host routines exactly as though the input had originated in a 

real Host. Similarly, output messages for a de s tination Host are 
received by the simulator and typed out on the console Teletype. 

A program was also devel.oped to automatically generate messages at 
a predefined rate and having predefined charac teristics. The 

message generator routine is turned on, along with messag~-~ate; -
length and des tination , via the parameter change fake Host program. 

The generator itself is embedded in the Statistics fake Host and 
is run during the background loop. 
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Without recourse to expensive additional peripherals, the 

assembly facilities on the DDP-516 are inadequate for a large 
program. (For example, a listing o.f the IMP program would require 

approximately 20 hours of Teletype / output). Therefore, BBN uses 
other locally available facilities to assist in the assembly process. 

~pecifically, a PDP-lD text editor is used to compose and edit 
the programs, which are stored on a large random access file. The 

file is then used as a source f'or a -PDP-lD assembly program which 
assembles the IMP system, producing both object machine ~de~and 

program listings. 

-;:_ - -... · ... · 
- .... _ 
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\ 

PLTGET 
Find msg 
in PLT 

Make entry 
in TALLY 

table 

I-F- 21 

No THLTOK 

HLTNCC 
.Report 

bug 

_ ,_ 
: -·. 



CD 

Yes 

No 

RFNM l _ 
-Set up IH 

code for 
RFNM or 
INC TRN 

RFNM2 -----
Set up 

IH subcode 

OWP -----
Send msg 
to Host 

Yes 
TALLYG -----
Get the 

TALLY entry 

l- F- 22 

No 

Yes 

HISB 
Start the 
Host off 

- ·-



G. BACKGROUND ROUTINE (BACK} 

-FH-+- BTl 

Set up X 
with no of 

next FH 
from BTl 

1-G-1 

I 
BKX 

Store 
return in 

DZTB'X 

~- -.. -.. -



p 

Store 
return in 

WTTB X 

Increment 
BTl for 
next FH 

Set up BTl 
counter to 
look at all 
Back Hosts 

41+X 

X+ BACKNO 

No 

JaGa2 

BACKNO+ X 
BKZ+A 

A+Sl TB X 

Get the next 
Back Host 

nurrber 

· TIPBKG 
If this a TIP 
Do a call to 
its background 

Count the 
number of 
bad 1 oops 

Call VDH 
background 

if we have it 

Yes NSRT 

Nice stop 
routine 



e 

0 

Clear 
variables and 

constants 

Set up a 
dullln\Y mess age 

to DDT 

Load HED~ 
contains addr . 

. of Host 

JAM 

Send to 
lMP 

Clear second 
word (sends) 
on link ~) 

JAM 

Yes 

Set up 
head to 

DDT at self 

load single 
char into 

A register 

Set x to 
(-) to 

signal EOM 

JAM 
end single 
char. to 

IMP 

Set address 
of TTI2 

in INDB 

DOZE l 

Do something .,...__~ 
in DZTB 

... - .. .. 



Set parity 
bit and store 

in TTCH 
right half 

Send 1st DDT 
header word 

to IMP . 

Send 2nd DDT 
header word 

to I~1P 

(-}...,A 

MSGl 
Get one 

character 

Put in parity 
bit and 
save it 

MSG l 

Get another 
character 

Put in 
parity bit 

Send word 
to IMP 

Store A 
in TTIW 

INDB 
Get another 
character 

c MSGl I ) 
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(0 

p + A 

MSGl 

Get next 
char. 

No 
Build the 
number 

Yes 

Yes 

I-G-5 

No 

Set busy 
flag 
OTGO 

DOZE 
Wait for 

char 
to type 

Reset busy 
flag OTGO 

Add number 
o the message 

JAM 
Send to 

IMP 

? 

- -: .. . - -. 
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0 

Yes 

0 
\ . 

Clear EOM 
flag 
TINM 

SUCK 

Wait 
for input 

Set OTGO 
BUSY FLAG 

Store the 
output word 

in now 

Get the 
source 
IMP # 

Store the 
source in 

WHO TTY 

WAIT 

Store the 
octal flag 

SEND 

Send 
CRLFLF 

OCTO 

Send. octal 
nos toTTY 

SUCK 

Get more 
characters 

OCTO 

Send more 
char to nv 

I-G-6 

No 

SUCK 

Set EOM 
in TTNM 



No 

,Q 

Set-'.the · 
End flag 

TTNM 

OCTO 
Send last 
octal char 

Reset the 
busy and 

octal flags 

SEND 

Type a 
backs lash 

l-G-7 

Send TTOW 
characters 

to TTY 

Yes 

OCTO 
Send octal 

chars 

- .-. 



-1-+ A 

tO 
'· 

Save the 
A register 

A-+ TTFG 

J 

1-G-8 

Input & 
output keys. 
restore A 
register 

Enable 
TTY 

TINT I 

Save it 
in TTCR 

No 

+l+A 



(0 

SLEEP I 
Wait for next 

back loop 

RALLYG 

Get next 
rally entry 

Set up 
1 or 8 

in BALLOC 

Wa i t for 
space 

to free up 

Clear out 
BALLOC 

SLEEP I 

GETFRE 

Get a buffer 
for msg 

Yes 

Set up des tn, 
mess #t 1 or B. 
RFNM~ A 11 ocate 

b1 ts as · 

1-G-9 

needed 

GVTSK 
Give reply 

to task 

No 

Set : 
· ·.Allocate 

bit for reply 

Remove 
buffers from 
Avail li_st 

Set timer for 
buff garbage 
collection 
to 2 min 

--:. _ 



0 

,0 

Set up destn 
& msg no. 

& inc. 
trn bit 

Mark msg as 
lost in net 
in PLT Set 
INCTRN bit 
in ms HEAD 

REQALL -+·A 

No 

1-G-10 

Mark msg 
as last 
in Net 

GUTSK 

Set up to 
look at 

rr·next TMESS 

No 

GVBALL -+A 

--:. 



CA. 0 

0 ... 

TALLY6 
Pull off 

oldest TALLY 
Allocation 

GETFRE 
Get a buffer 
for the GVB 

SLEEP 

Set up 
msg header 

SLEEP 

SLEEP 

MESGET 

Get 'a 
rnsg no. 

I 

No 

I-G-11 

GUTSK -

~t GVB 
in Header 
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0 

SLEEP 

Get next 
PPT entry 

Turn off 
retrans bit 

in PPT 

SLEEP 

Set 2Q 

GUTSK 

Yes 

1-G-12 

SLEEP 

Get a msg 
from head of 
reply queue 

GVTSK 

Give msg 
to task 

- .. -. 



c_o 

.o 
l,_ ,. 

H. VERY DISTANT HOST 

VDH INPUT ROUTINE 

VO.II 

Save mask, 
registers, 

keys. Set up 
new mask. 

Set up pntrs 
to buffer & 
control word 

No 

1-H-1 



0 

0 

Reset line 
dead timer 

Load a skip 
in ready 
line OCP 

Load the i npu 
buffer address 
into A reg . 

Set up 
start and end 

DMC pntrs. 

Res tore mask. 
registers. 

keys 

1-H-2 

I 

Get a 
buffer from 
free list 

VD . II I 

- -=- --·--



VD.AP 
Process 

chl ct> ACKS 

VD.AP 
Process 

chl 1 ACKS 

1-H-3 

. . . 



Mark to send 
ACK. Set up 
new buffer 
for input 

Pass 
received 

buffer to VD 
background 

Take 
a buffer 
from the 
free 1 ist 

Complement 
transmit 
0/E bit 

1-H-4 

-~- - ... ·- ·· 



(O 

Mark channel 
as unused 
(release 
packet) 

Reset 
5 sec 
timer 

Set Host 
ready 1 i ne 

OCP to skip 

VO.AP I 

1-H-5 

HLTNCC 
Spurious 
. ACK 

VD.REI 
Reinitialize 

line 

- .:.- --4-· 
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0 

VO.OI 

Save masks. 
registers & 
keys. Set 

up new mask 

Clear the 
interrupt 
pending 

flag 

VO.OIS 
Service 

one channel 

VO.OIS 
Service the 

. other channel 

VO.OIT 
Build 

ACK word 

1-H-6 

Yes 

No 



0 

Set up 
start DMC 

for control 
word 

Set up 
end DMC 
pointer 

Reset 
2.5(r} sec 

timer 

Restore 
mask, keys, 
registers 

1-H-7 

--':: 



() 

0 
( 

Reset the 
transmit 

Empty 
pointer 

No 

VD.OIT 

Set up 
ACKS 

Set up 
rest of 

Cont ro 1 Word 

Set up 
DMC start 
.Point er 

Se t 11TWOQ 11 

in BUFE 

VD.OIS I 

Clear the 
buffer 
poi nter 

FLUSH! 
Rel ease 

the buffer 
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Yes 

0 
'· 

VDH TIMEOUT 

VD.TO 

Reset rec. 
counter to 

2.5 sec 

VO.TO I 

1-H-9 

- .::! - - .. · - ·· 



No 

0 

VD.REI 

Reinitialize 

Increment 
R. counter 

--: . 



CD 

0 
' 

VDH BACKGROUND ROUTINE 

Set up 
& save 

i nt masks 

Set NOP 
into EOM 
test OCP 

Save the 
leader in 
the host 

input buffer 

1-H-11 



CD 

0 

FLUSH I 
Release the 

buffer 1 eader 
came in 

Swap 
received 

buffer with 
Host buffer 

FLUSH! 

Release the 
host buffer 

Set up 
pointers 
for HI 

1-H-12 

- -- - ... . . 



0 
\ 

Set NOP 
into EOM. 
test OCP 

Clear the 

No 

receive buff 14-----' 

pointer 

Get reqdy 
to look 
at other 
channel 

VD.HII I 

Interrupt 
Host-to-IMP 

DODXA 
Enable 

interrupts 

I-H-13 

--.--



.q 
\ . 

Clear the 
last pkt 
indicator 

GETFRE 

Get a free 
buffer 

Copy data 
into new 
buffer 

l-H-14 

No 

- - - ... .. .. 



0 

Set up 
new BUFE 

w/TWOQ 

Set up 
the pkt 
leader 

Set up 
BUFE 

I 

If final 
output, set 
expecting 

1 eader & 1 as t 
pkt flags 

No 

- .; .. 



VO.HOI I 
Interrupt 

IMP to host 

Sequence 
transmit 

fill pointer 

VD.OI 
Wake up 
output 

Restore 
interrupt 

mask 

I-H-16 

No 

- ·. - .. . 
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APPENDIX II 

Detailed Program Descriptions 

A concise, systematic approach has been taken in presenting 

some details of the IMP programs in the following pages . The 
approach is reflected by the head~ngs of the outline used in de
scribing the programs: 

1. Function - each function is numbered for reference in 

subsequent sections. The list of functions contains 
those which are fundamental to major IMP operations. 

2. Control Structure - A general descripti on of the coding 
structure and its interrupt level. 

a. Entry points - locations and modes by which the 
program is entered. 

b. External calls - the names of subroutine or 
coroutine calls which program makes. 

c. Initialization- important settings made during 
initialization process. 

d. Cleanup - actions taken before exiting or during 
unusual situations. 

3. Data Structures. 

a. Local data - variables and constants which are 
used only by the program. 

b. Shared- tables, variables and constants which 

are used by other programs as w~ll. Care must 

be taken to use interrupt locks wisely so as to-·. -. -· 
insure consistency in shared data. 

ll-1 
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4. I/0 PeP[oPmed. 

5. Running Time - an estimate of machine cycles for each 
function, where practical. 

I 
6. Size - an approximate octal number of locations used 

in accomplishing a function. 

II-2 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 

1 • .Hodem to IHP 

2. ll1P to Hod em 

3. IMP to Host 

4. Host to U1P 

5. Timeout 
5.1 Fast Timeout 
5.2 Medium Timeout 
5.3 Slow Timeout 

6. TASK 
6.1 TASK Store and For\.;rard 
6.2 TASK For Us 

1. Background 
7.1 SUCK 

7.1.1 TTY 
7.1.2 DDT 
7.1.3 Parameter Change 
7 .1. 4 Discard 

7.2 JA1'1 
7.2.1 TTY 
7.2.2 DDT 
7.2.3 Trace 
7.2.4 Statistics 

7.3 Back Hosts 

a. Very Distant Host (VDH) 
a. 1 VDH Initialization 
a.2 VDH Input Interrupt 
a.3 VDH output Interrupt 
8.4 VDH Timeout 
8.5 VDH Background 

9. Initialization 

10. MiscellaQeous 
10.1 Power Failure 
10.2 Watchdog Timer 

II-3 
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PROGRN1 DESCRIPTION 1 

NAME 
l-todem to Il1P 

FUNCTION 
1) Proce·ss input interrupts and initiate ne\.J modem 
inputs. 
2) Pass packets to TASK. 
3) Free ackno,..lledged packets. 
3a) Trace acknowledged packets if necessary. Copy send 
and acknowledge times from packet to trace block. r-1ark 
the output channel and complete indicators. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Funct1on 1 is performed by straight line code which is 
duplicated for each modem. Functions 2 and 3 are 
performed by shared code. Function 3a is performed by 
the subroutine TRCDUN which is also called by IMP to 
Host. Only one modem runs at a time. The entire 
routine runs "'i th interrupts disabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Hodem to IMP hardware interrupts come to H2In \'There n 
is modem number 1-5. These are the only entrances. No 
software calls are made. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
There are no direct calls. The TASK interrupt is 
forced by the OCP TASK instructiion. 

INITIALIZATION 
The f1rst input on each modem after initialization is 
discarded to avoid devoting a buffer to input on an 
unused modem. 

CLEANUP 
When a line goes 
specified time 
JSRT. 

- .. . . 

dO\'ln, input is turned off . for a 
by KILLIN and reinstated in Timeout by 

I I -4 
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0 
'· 

DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TA, TX, and TK are the save registers for the A, X 
registers, and the keyr. The priority interrupt mask 
is not changed. The act~ve modem number is saved in 
MP. 

SHARED DATA 
FREE- Accessed to obtain a buffe r for the next input, 
and also to free acknowledged packets. 
STQS, ETQS- Packets placed on the queue for TASK 
processing. 
I2MTAB- Acknmvledged packets freed. 
I2~mXT- The packet marked as being the last one sent 
out a particular line is not free immediately when 
acknowledged, but a flag is set for modern output to 
perform this function. 

I/0 PERFORl-1ED 
Input of header and data into a packet buffer, which is 
later identified as a packet, routing message, or null 
packet. 

RUNNING TH1E 
1) 50 cycles 
2) 43 cycles 
3) 13 cycles + {60 cycles * number of acks) 
3a) (35 cycles) 
Total for 1 ack = 166 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) qo words * 5 moderns = 240 words 
2) 120 words 
3) 200 words 
3a) (20 words) 
Other 40 words 
Total 620 words 

11-5 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 2 

NAJ.lE 
IMP to Modern 

FUNCTION 
1) Process output interrupts~ 
2) Free the packet last sent if acknowledged 
while being sent. 
3) Send routing messages (including core loads). 
4) Retransmit packets unacknowledged for 125 ms. 
5) Send new priority packets. 
6) Send new regular packets. 
7) Send null packets of acknowledgements only. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The routine performs functions 1 and 2 
attempts to perform functions 3 through 
order, as required. If none are required, 
output is marked inactive for that channel. 
input interrupts are enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 

and then 
7 in that 

the modem 
Only modem 

Il-1P to Modem hard\otare interrupts come to I2l-1n where n 
is the modem number 1-5. Software interrupts come to 
I2MSB whenever any traffic · is generated for an inactive 
modem. A periodic wakeup of Il-1P to f<1odern from Timeout 
is also necessary to perform retransmissions in the 
absence of other traffic. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
Each modem is initialized to be dO\<ln 
section). 

CLEANUP 

.. _ ~ 

(see next 

When a line goes down, output is turned off for a 
specified time, then all queues and tables are 
garbage-collected and any packets marked for 
retransmission on other lines. Then output is 
reinstated. There is also a timeout on outputs which 
are not completed within 30 seconds. 

11-6 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TATA, TXTX, TKTK, THTM are the save registers for the A 
register, X register, keys, and interrupt mask. The 
active modem number is saved in OCHN. A pointer is 
kept into I2HTAB for retransmissions. 

SHARED DATA 
1) NONE - Busy flag =0 idle, (0 busy. 
2) I2HNXT - Pointer to last packet output, 
flagged if acknowledged while being output. 
3) SLT - Flag to send a line test (routing message) • 
4) I2l1TAB - Table of NACH slots per line, containing 
packet pointers. 
5) SHPQ, El-1PQ - Priority modem output queue. 
6) SHQ, EMQ - Regular modem output queue. 
7} SNULL - Flag to send a null packet of acks only. 

I/0 PERFORNED 

RUNNING 

3) Output of routing table from fixed core area, 
commbn to all modems . 
4,5,6) output of header and data from packet buffer. 
7) output of null packet from fixed core area, 
one per mod.em. 

TIE1E 
1) 45 cycles 
2) 30 cycles 
3) 30 cycles 
4) 80 cycles 
s, 6) 85 cycles 
7) 65 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 

• 

1) 50 words 
2) 10 words 
3) 40 words 
4) 30 words 
5 1 6) 60 words 
7) 10 words 
Total 300 words 

11-7 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 3 

NAME I 
lMP to Host 

·FUNCTION 
1) Process output interrupts. 
2) Mark to send RFNM .and-allocate if just transmitted 
first packet. 
3) Free the packet just sent. 
4) Trace packet just sent if necessary. 
5) Send next packet in message. 
6) Send next two-word message. 
7) Send next priority message. 
8) Send next regular message. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The routine performs function 1, checks to see if 2 is 
required, and performs function 3. Then functions 4-8 
are performed if necessary. If none are, no action is 
taken. Modem input and output interrupts are enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
IMP to Host hardware interrupts come to IHnE, where n 
is the host number (0-3). Soft\'lare interrupts come to 
IHSB whenever traffic is generated for an inactive 
host, whenever Timeout has ticked over a host's 'alarm 
clock', or whenever a fake host has finished with a 
packet. The TIP's software calls IMP to Host via its 
associated hardware entry (currently IH2E). 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
2) RALLYP - Enters allocate and RFNM into RALLY table 
for use by Background. 
4) TRCDUN- Traces a packet- also called by Mod~ tQ. 
IMP. 
5) HTPPF - Counts a packet of throughput for trouble 
reports. 
7)-8) HTPMF - Counts a message of throughput. 

INITIALIZATION 
All real hosts are initialized to be held down for a 
specific delay (30 seconds), to empty all their queues, 
and to send 3 NOPs. This action is begun before 
Background runs. 



. o 

CLEANUP 
All two-word entries are cleared and all packets on a 
host's priority and regular queues are freed, the· 
host's ready line is flapped, and an 'Interface Reset' 
message returned to the host, if: 
a) A RFNM is in transmission for more than a specified 
time, or 
b) Any message is on a hqst queue for more than that 
specified time. 
That maximum is currently se:t to 30 seconds. 

-- -. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

I/0 

LOCAL DATA 
The X register, A register, Hask , and keys are stored 
in IHX, IliA, IHMS, and IHK. IHP contains the currently 
running host number. Tables indexed by host include: 
IHLO - Saved co-routine reentry points. 
IHSP - saved buffer pointers. 
IHWQ - Saved host queue pointers. 
IHLSTP - Last-packet flag. 

SHARED DATA 
1) IHTT - Timeout alarm clock, used to wake up !1@ to 
Host if a packet is too long in transmission. 
2) RALLY - Table of receive allocates. 
3) FREE - Queue of free buffers. 
5) HTP.HFL, HTPMFN - l-1essage throughput counters. 
6) SHWQ, SHBQ - Host two-word message queues and · thei r 
buffers' queues. 
7) SHPQ - Host priority queue. 
8) SHQ - Host regular message queue. 
7)-8) HTPPFL, HTPPFN - Packet throughput counters. 
Also·, cleanup and initialization use HINWAT to inform 
Host to IMP that the host is to b~ held off. 

PERFORHED 
5)-8) OCP to initiate a middle-output or a final-output 
is issued. 
Also, cleanup and initialization enable and disable the 
host interface. 

RUNNING TIHE 
4) (35 cycles) 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
4) (20 words) 

- - ,;-_ -.. -.. . 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 4 

NAHE 
Host to U1P 

/ 
FUNCTION 

1) Process input interrupt. 
2) For input of control message, take appropriate 
action, and initiate input. 
3) For input of ~egular message leader, begin 
processing of message, and initiate input of first 
packet of message. 
4) For input of first packet, if destination has not 
allocated space, initiate request. 
5) For input of first packet, if destination has 
allocated space, process packet and initiate input of 
subsequent packet. 
6) For input of subsequent packet, process the packet 
and initiate input of subsequent packet. 

CONTROL STRUCTuRE 
Modem 1nput and output and host output interrupts are 
enabled. Function 1 is performed, then one of the 
remaining functions, with processing resuming from the 
last co-routine exit. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Host 1nput hardware interrupts come to HinE, where n is 
the host number ( 0-3). Sofb1ar~ interrupts come to 
HISB whenever Timeout has ticked over a host's 'alarm 
clock', when Task has processed a received allocate, or 
when a fake host has a packet to send. The TIP's 
software calls Host to It·1P via its associated hard·l'lare 
entry (currently HI2E). 

EXTERNJ\L CALLS 
FLUSH - Returns a packet to the free list if it wa~ on 
only one queue. _ $_ -.---·· 
OWP - One Word Put - Sends control messages to host. 
HESGET - Assigns a message number. 
PPTPUT - Hakes entry in Pending Packet Table. 
PLTPUT - Makes entry in Pending Leader Table. 
TALLYG - Retrieves transmit allocate from TALLY if any. 
HTPHT - Counts a message of throughput for trouble 
report. 
HTPPT - Counts a packet of throughput. 

I I -11 
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INITIALIZATION 
In1t1al1zation is accomplished by setting HILO, the 
co-routine entry points and El·1PH, the end test 
instructions. Real hosts start by discarding the 
initial input. Fake hosts start by expecting input of · 
a leader. Initial input is blocked according to 
HINWAT, which is controlled by IMP to Host and Timeout. 

CLEANUP 
A host is initialized as above when an error is 
detected, when a host has been down, or when an input 
takes too long (currently when over 15 seconds elapses 
between leader and last bit). 

-- ... -
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOC.l\1;. DATA 
HIA, HIX, HIK, HIUS are used to save the A and X 
registers, keys, and mask. HIP saves the number of the 
calling host. Tables indexed by host include: 
HISP - Saved buffer pointers. 
HILO - Saved co-routine entry points. 
EMFH - Host's end of message test instruction. 
HIOEST - Saved destination of current message. 
HILINK - Pointer to saved link or sub-code. 
HIHO, HIH1, HIH2, UIII3- Used for building headers. 

SHARED DATA 
HITT - Timeout alarm clock. 
HINlvAT - Flag from HlP to Host to block input. 
FREE - Queue of free buffers. 
DHT - Dead Host Table. 
RUT - Route Use Table, used to see if an INP is up. 
STQ - Task queue. 
PPT - Pending Packet Table. 
PLT - Pending Leader Table. 
TALLY - Table of transmit allocates outstanding. 
HTPMTL, HTP~1TN, HTPPTL, HTPPTN Message and packet 
throughput counters. 

I/O PERFORMED 
OCP's to in~tiate input; SKS's to test for errors and 
end of message; and input from the Real time clock. 

--~:. 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 5 

NAME 
Timeout 

I 
FUNCTION 

1) service the 25.6 ms clock interrupt and count time 
in 25.6 ms units. 
2) Call JOBF, Past Timeout, 20 out of 25 ticks. 
3) Call JOBH, Hedium Timeout, 4 out of 25 ticks. 
4) call JOBS, Slow Timeout, 1 out of 25 ticks. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The ·.r~meout routine enables clock interrupts. That is 
it is constructed to be able to interrupt itself. It 
keeps a table of saved registers for the Slow, Medium, 
and Fast Timeout routines, and keeps track of_which 
routine to run at the next clock tick. In this way, 
Fast Timeout may interrupt Hedium or Slow Timeout. All 
l-1odem and Host input and output interrupts are also 
enabled. · 

ENTRY POIN'.l'S 
Hard\<~are 25.6 ms clock interrupt only. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
The rirst Timeout is initialized to be a Slow Timeout 
tick. All Timeout programs run before background runs 
for the first time. 

CLEANUP 
None. 

II -14 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TOA, TOCK, TOX, TOC, TOMK, TOB are the saved A 
register, keys, X register, return address, interrupt 
mask, and next-time-to-run timer for each of the 
Timeout routines. 

SHARED DATA 
None. 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING Til·1E 
1) 85 cycles 
2) 450 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 200 words 
2) 210 \V"ords 
3) 160 words 
4) 1000 words 
Total 15 70 words 

- -~ 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 5.1 

Fast Timeout 

FUNCTION 
1) Il-1TC - Periodic wakeup of H1P to Modem. 
2) HITC - Periodic \'lakeup of Host to Ir·1P. 
3) SWCH - Monitor flags and S\'litches which generate 
immediate NCC reports. 
4) TALLYB - Time out unused allocates for 8 buffers 
in 125 ms. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
A ser~es of subroutine calls, one for each function. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by Timeout 4 out of every 5 clock ticks, or 
every 32 ms on the average. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
1) I2HSB - Software interrupt of IMP to Mode~. 
2) HISB - Software interrupt of Host to I~W. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) U1TK - Loop counter to attempt to Nake up each modem 
output in numerical order. . 
2) HITK - Loop counter to attempt to wake up each host 
input in random order. 

SHARED DATA 
1) NONE -An alarm clock for IHP to Hode m to indicate 
\-lhether each modem is waiting for hardware interrupts 

(
11 (0 and a timer) or idle (=0) and thus requires 

software wakeup. 
2) HITT - A similar alarm clock for Host to I~W. If 
Host to I}W is waiting for a resource or timing out an 
input, it uses HITT as its alarm clock. 
3) Flags which are monitored for immediate NCC reports
RSFNCC - A restart/reload/wdt/power fail indicator. 
HLTLOC - The address of the last pseudo-halt. 
HLN11 - The number of the host interface under test. 
TRON, SNON, SON, MGON - the status of various 
statistics programs. 
Also, the state of memory protect and sense switches. 
4) TALLY!, TALLYC - Poi~ter and timer for allocates. 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING TIHE 
1) 100 cycles 
2) 250 cycles 
3) 75 cycles 
4) 10 cycles 
Total 450 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 30 words 
2) 30 words 
3) 60 words 
4) 10 words 
Other 30 \-lords 
Total 210 words 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 5. 2 

NA1'1E 
?-1edium Timeout 

FUNCTION 
1) JSRT - a) Mark to send routing on good lines. 

b) Garbage-collect dead lines. 

CONTROL STRUCTUP~ 
A ser~es of subroutine calls, one for each function. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by Timeout 4 out of every 25 clock ticks, or 
every 160 ms on the average. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
1) I'2HSB - Software interrupt of IHP to Modem if 
necessary for routing message. 

INITIALIZATION 
1) Begin with the first line. 

CLEANUP 
None. 



0 

0 

DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) SENR - \'lhich modem to check next. This is the key 
variable for modem confi~uration - modem slots used for 
VDH or Host 3 or 4 are not checked here. 

SHARED DATA 
1a) SLT- Flag to send a line test(routing). 
SNULL - Flag to send a null packet. 
NONE - Modem idle indicator, also used for 
timing out modem outputs after 30 seconds. 
1b) RSEX - Receive odd/even bits. 
TSEX - Transmit odd/even bits. 
I2HTAB - Table of modem output pointer slots. 
ERQ - Retransmit or reroute queue. 

I/0 PERFORMED 
None. 

RUNNING TIME 
1a) 25 cycles 
1b) 200 cycles (more if rerouting done) 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 100 words 
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PROGRAN DESCRIPTION 5.3 

NAHE 
Slow Timeout 

FUNCTION 
1} IHTC - Periodic \o~akeup of IUP to Host. 
2} DEDL - Line alive/dead status check, and KG resyne. 
3) DEDH - Host alive/dead status check. 
4) JED - Compute effective delay. 
5) RTGO - Compute ne\-r routing tables. 
6) JSRT - see 5.2 
7) DEDI - Garbage-collect after dead IMPs. 
8) JUQC - Update queue counters. 
9) HTEST - Perform interface loop/unloop/clear. 
10) HPOKE - Test host interfaces with data. 
11) NESSTO - Nark unanS\Y'ered messages in 
30 seconds. 
12) VDH.TO VDH Timeout call. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
A series of subroutine calls, one for each 
function. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by Timeout 1 out of every 25 clock ticks, 
or every 640 ms. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
2) KILLIN - disables line if too many slow ticks elapse 
without r e ceiving !-heard-you. Called ~nly after resync attempts 
on encrypted lines. 

3) IHSB - IHP to Host is restarted if the Host 
is detected to be hardware-down. 
6) see 5.2 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) IHTK- Loop counter. 
2) LTR - Counter for line up/down. 
DEDLT - Loop counter. 
PREMOD ·- Indicator that line is being prepped. 
PRECNT - Number of I-heard-you messages since last prep. 
3) DHC - Loop counter. 
6) see 5.2 

SHARED DATA 
1) IHTT - Alarm clock for I~~ to Host. 
2) SLT, LAC,LINE - Line up/dmo~n indicators. 
6) see 5.2 

I/O PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING TIHE 

SIZE 

1) 1'50 cycles 
2) 150 cysles 
3) 200 cycles 
4) 125 cycl.es 
5) 300 cycles per I~W = 20,000 cycles 
6) see 5.2 
7) 25 cycles per live Ir1P =1600 cycles 
60 cycles per dead I~W, more if cleanup needed. 
8) 350 cycles 
9) 40 cycles 
10) 40 cycles 
11) 30 cycles per IMP= 2000 cycles 
(every 15 seconds) 
12) 30 cycles 
Total 20,000 cycles 

(OCTAL) 
1 ) 30 words 
2) 70 to~ords 

3) 60 words 
4) 30 \-rords 
5) 200 words 
6) see 5.2 
7) · 200 words 
8) 30 words 
9) 60 .words 
10) 20 words 
11) 30 \'lords 
12) 30 words 
'T'ni-:l"l 1 nnn •. ,1"\ .... rlc 1 1 '"11 
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PROGRAl1 DESCRIPTION 6 

NAl-1E 
TASK 

I 
FUNCTION 

1) Process interrupts and service the TASK queue. 
2) Perform duplicate detection if modem input. 
3) For routing input, copy information and 
monitor line up/down status. 
4) For packet input, ·branch to either TASK 
Store-and-for\-lard or TASK For us. 
5) Return an ACK or a NACK. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
TASK has the logical structure of a subroutine called 
by Modem or Host input, \'lhich provides t\'10 returns
input accepted and input rejected. It is implemented 
as an interrupt routine, called by a settable 
interrupt. It processes all inputs on the TASK queue 
and then dismisses. All interrupts except TASK are 
enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by Hodem to IMP, Host to IMP, and Background, by 

· programmed interrupt. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
5) 'I2HSB - Soft\'lare interrupt of· IMP to Modem if 
necessary to return acknowledgement. 
HISB - Software interrupt of Host to H1P to communicate 
acceptance or rejection of the input. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 

-~... --- --
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TA, TX, TK are the saved A register, X register, and 
keys. The interrupt mask is kn0\11n to be all ones. 
THIS - Pointer to the packet TASK is processing. 
2) ACKP, ACKDIT- Pointer to . RSEX and bit pointer 
corresponding to input channel. 

SHARED DATA 
1) STQ,ETQ - TASK queue. 
2) RSEX - Receive odd/even bits. 
3) NRT, NEIGHB, LAC, LEND, E123 -
The routing temp tables, and line up/down flags. 
4) RUT- Route Use Table, =0 for us, (0 IHP dead, . ' otherw~se branch to TASK Store and Forward. 
5) NONE, RSEX, TSKFLG - · communication 
registers for TASK and input routines. 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING Til·1E 
1) 40 cycles 
2) 20 cycles 
3) in flux 
4) see 6.1, 6.2 
5) 20 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 40 words 
2) 20 words 
3) 100 words 
4) see 6. 1 , 6. 2 
5) 60 words 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 6.1 

NAHE 
TASK Store and Forward 

FUNCTION 
1) Select output line for the packet. 
2) Search for an output slot on that line. 
3) Check and update the storage utilization counts. 
4) Assign the packet to an output slot. 
4a) Trace the packet if necessary. 

Acquire a trace block from the free trace list. 
Put a pointer to the block in the packet. 
Copy the packet header and input time into the block. 

5) Put the packet on an output queue. 
6) Call H1P to Nodem if it is idle. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
TASK Store and Fon~ard is designed to run in the 
minimum time necessary to perform functions 1-6. The 
routine is almost completely straight line code. 
Function 2 has the from of a loop . Function 4a is 
performed ~y the subroutine TSUB which is also called 
by TASK Reassembly. Functions 3,5, and 6 run with 
interrupts locked, otherwise interrupts are enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Funct1on 1 is actually a test to determine whether the 
packet is destined for this Il-1P , in which case the 
code branches to FORUS, or whether it is traffic for 
some other I .HP. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
· 6) Software interrupt of U1P to Modem if ' it is idle. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
The modern output slots . and queues are garbage-collected 
in JSRT when a line goes down (see 5.2). 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) OURR- our route to send the packet out. 
2) I2HSLT - Output slot .to us e for the packet. 
4) ACKCH, I2r-1BIT - Channel corresponding to slot, 

and bit pointer for associa ted odd/even bit. 
4a) SPB, IMB - Packet pointers, standard and 

post-indexed. 
STB, ITB - Trace block pointers, standard and 
post-indexed. 

SHARED DATA 
1) RUT- Route Use Table. 
2) I2~1TAB, I2l-lEND - Output slot pointers. 
3) NSFA, NSFS, MAXSI - Store and Forward storage 

utilization counts and limit. 
NFA, NFS, NALA, NALS, ~UNF - Free storage 
utilization counts and limit. 

4) TSEX, LEND - Transmit odd/even bits and line 
high end/low end flag. 

4a) TTF, STRQ - Free and active trace blocks. 
5) Et-1PQ, El1Q - End of modem priority and regular queues. 
6) NONE - Modem output busy flag. 

I/0 PERFORMED 
None. 

RUNNING TI1'1E 
1) 10 cycles 
2) 10 cycles + 10 cycles/slot 
3) 20 cycles 
4) 30 cycles 
4a) 5 cycles (+ 100 cycles) 
5) 20 cycles 
6) 5 cycles 
Total 125 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 10 words 
2) 10 words 
3) 20 words 
4) 30 words 
4a) 5 (+ 50 words) 
5) 20 words 
6) 5 words 
Total 120 words 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 6.2 

TASK For Us 

1) Check message numbe~, discard out-of-range and 
duplicate messages except incomplete transmissions 
which receive replies. 
For transmissions: 
2) Dispatch on destination host up/down, single or 
multi-packet, and request for allocation or not. 
3) If the destination host is up, process single packet 
requests as messages if storage present, otherwise save 
a request for allocate. If the host is dO\'In, return a 
destination dead message. 
4) For multi-packet requests for allocation, save the 
request whether the host is up or dO\in. _ 
5) If the destination host is up, find the multi-packet 
message in reassembly storage or start a ne\'1 reasse~ly 
block for it. If the host is ·doto~n, return a 
destination dead message. 
6) If the multi-packet message is complete, or if it is 
a single packet, mark .the receive message number as 
complete. Search the m~ssage stack in a loop finding 
the next message to give to host output from this 
source IMP. 
7) If the next message is found, remove it from the 
stack and put it on tht host queue, acquiring a trace 
block for it if necessary. Remo-ve· multi-packet 
messages from their reassembly blocks and free the 
blocks. Call host output and increment the message 
number. 
For replies to single-packet messages: 
8) Find the PPT entry. 
9) If an allocate, mark the entry for retransmission. 
10) If not, format a leader and call OWP, clear the PPT 
entry and mark the message number completed. 
For replies to multi-packet messages: 
11) Find the PLT entry. 
12) If it is an allocate, put an entry in the -TALLY.
table. 
13) If it is not just an allocate, format a leader and 
call 0\iP, clear the PLT entry and mark the message 
number completed • 
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CONTROL STRUCTUHE 
TASK For Us is a tree-structured group of code, most of 
which is straight line vlith some subroutine calls • 
.Hany sections run \·lith interrupts locked, some because 
of shared data, others because of shared code. 

ENTRY POINTS 
In TASK, \'lhen 
determined to 
For us. 

the destination of the packet is 
be this I~W, the code branches to TASK 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
3,4} RALLYP - Put an entry in RALLY. 

INITIALIZATION 
1} Hessage numbers are initialized in NESINI. 
2) Hosts are initialized to be dmo~n. 

CLEANUP 
1) Hessage numbers are timed out in NESSTO 
inco~plete transmissions are sent back by BACK1. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
~ffiSTAB - Pointer to rness~ge table. 
MESNUM- Hessage number for this packet. 
MESBIT - Bit corresponding to this packet. 
PKTN - Packet number for this packet. 
l-1ESSID - Hessage number and source IMP for 
this packet. 
ORB - Our reassembly plock. 
ORS - Our reassembly slot. 
TEND - Temporary queue end pointer. 
READY - Pointer to next packet to give to host. 
READYE - Queue end pointer corresponding to READY. 
NPKTS - Packet counter for reassembly. 
SOURCE - IHP number of source of this packet. 
PPTASK - Pointer to PPT or PLT for this reply. 
TWDPA - First \'lord of leader to give to host. 
LOCHNO - Number of host to give message. 
LOCHST - Number of host to give message. 

SHARED DATA 
1) TMESS, ~mss - Transmit and receive message numbers. 
SRQ, ERQ ~ Retransmit queue. 
2) HIHD - Host up/do\·m indicator. 
3) NFA,NFS,NREA,NRES,NALA,NALS - Storage 
utilization counters. 

I/0 PERFORMED 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTUHES 

LOCAL DATA 
HESTAB - Pointer to message table. 
flESNUM- .Hessage number for this packet. 
MESBIT - Bit corresponding to this packet. 
PKTN - Packet number for this packet. 
l1ESSID - 1-iessage number apd source HlP for 
this packet. 
ORB - Our reassembly block. 
ORS - Our reassembly slot. 
TEND - Temporary queue end pointer. 
READY - Pointer to next packet to give to host. 
ImADYE - Queue end pointer corresponding to READY. 
NPKTS - Packet counter for reassembly. 
SOURCE - II·1P number of source of this packet. 
PPTASK - Pointer to PPT or PLT for this reply. 
TWDPA - First '"ord of leader to give to host. 
LOCHNO - Number of host to give message. 
LOCHST - Number of host to give message. 

SHARED DATA 
1) THESS, RNESS - Transmit and receive message numbers. 
SRQ, ERQ - Retransmit queue. 
2) HIHD - Host up/down ~ndicator • . 
3) NFA,NFS,NREA,NRES,NALA,NALS - Storage 
utilization counters. 

I/0 PERFOIDlED 
None. 
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RUNNING THlE 
1) 50 cycles 
2) 30 cycles 
3) 30-100 cycles 
4) 50 cycles 
5) 35-150 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 100 words 
2) 40 \-tords 
3) 100 words 
4) 5 words 
5) 70 words 

co 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 7 

NA:f..!E 
Background 

I 
FUNCTION 

1) Call each Fake Host input process. 
2) Call each Fake Host output process. 
3) Call each Back Host process. 
4) Run the nice-stop code_~£ necessary. 
5) Calculate the light. register display. 
6) Call VDH Background. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Background runs in a loop, performing all of its 
functions repeatedly. All interrupts are enabled for 
the most part, so Background runs when no other .more 
important processes are running. Thus its functions 
can be characterized as periodic but non-essential. 
Functions 1 through 4 are called as coroutines, each 
background call returns where the previous call left 
off. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Entered from Initialization and 
thereafter. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
1) Return by calling DOZE. 
2) Return by calling WAIT. 
3) Return by calling SLEEP. 

INITIALIZATION 

run continuously 

'rbe coroutine entries for 1 through ·4 are initialized. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1 and 2) FAKENO - The number of the Fake Host 
last run. 
3) BACKNO - The number of the Back Host last run. 
1) DZTB - Table of saved return addresses. 
2) \'lTTB - Table of saved return addresses. 
3) SLTB - Table of saved return addresses. 

SHARED DATA 
None. 

I/0 PERFORNED 
5) Light display output from the A register. 

RUNNING TIUE 
5) 100 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
4) 100 words 
5) 30 words 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 7.1 

NAME 
SUCK 

FUNCTION 
Simulate the HlP-to-Host interface hardware for the 
Fake Hosts. Wait until the next output is sent, the 
fetch each word through the output pointer, and 
increment the pointer. If the buffer is empty (the 
output and end pointers are equal) and it is a final 
output, set the end-of-message indicator for the Host. 
If the output and end pointers cross, give an output 
interrupt. Return when a new word is ready for output. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
SUCK 1s called by each Fake Host output process as a 
suboutine to receive one word from the I~W. It returns 
when a word is ready, and makes a coroutine return to 
the main background loop if there is no output ready. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by: 
Fake Host 0 - TTY output. 
Fake Host 1 - DDT output. 
Fake Host 2 - PARA~ffiTER CHANGE. 
FAKE HOST 3 - DISCARD. 

EXTE Rl'l AL CALLS 
IHSB - Software interrupt of I.t-1P-to-Host. 
WAIT - Coroutine return to Background. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
SUCT - Table of saved re~rn addresses. 

SHARED DATA 
IHBB - Simulated DMC output pointers. 
IHBC - Simulated DHC output end pointers. 

I/0 PERFOillffiD 
None. 

- -
(Simulated I/O includes output transfers, 
and software interrupt on output buffer empty.) 

RUNNING TIME 
17 cycles per word. 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
40 words 
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PROGHAH DESCRIPTION 7.1 • 1 

NAME 
TTY SUCK 

FUNCTION 
Outputs messages sent to fake host TTY 
1) as ASCII characters if parity bit is on, or 
2) as octal numbers, after an optional 
3) octal print of the l eader, utilizing a 
4) common send character routine. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
A strung out loop which first locks out tty input, 
saves the source if ~oreign, and commits the octal 
print bit (2) to memory before printing anything. It 
then octal prints the header (3) if TTY JAH last s~mt a 
multi-character message and the host simulator flag \'las 
on then. Otherwise it skips over the second word of 
the leader noticing if it was the la~t word and if it 
is, checks the subcode and types a backslash if it is 
non-zero. If the link's not the last word, the non 
last data words are either· printed out as octal numbers 
(2) us ing an octal print routine or as ASCII characters 
(1) using a routine (4) shared by the octal print 
routine. This common send routine (4) rejects 
characters with zero parity and sucks up the rest of 
the message if output is in progress. . This requires 
that other TTY sucks keep .the send routine informed as 
to whether they are the last so send doesn't mistakenly 
throw away the next message! 

ENTRY POINTS 
Corout1ned with SUCK/WAIT 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None 

INITIALIZATION 
None 

CLEANUP 
None 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TT0\'1 last word returned by SUCK (1 ,2,3, -4) 
TTNH - set while processing last \·lOrd ( 1 , 2, 3, -4) 
OCTL - set minus for octal print (2) 
OC01 - octal print digit counter (2 -3) 
OC03 - octal print temp~rary (2 -3) 

SHARED DATA 
HSGO - HSFG at beginning of last TTY JAn message WHOTTY 
- last foreign source 

I/0 PERFORlvlED 
None 

RUNNING TUiE 
1) SS+odd(6)+2(SUCK)+characters(23+SUCK+2(Send)) 
2) 55+odd(6)+2(SUCK)+words(13+SUCK+Octal) 
3) add 24+3(Send)+2(0ctal) 

2 ·\'lord HS total is 74+2 (SUCK) +3 (Send) +2 (Octal) 
Send: 23+waits(11) 

if parity is off, 5 
if interrupts output, 19-ttnm(2) +\vordsleft (B+SUCK) 
if TTY wont output, 21-ttnm(2)+wordsleft(8+SUCK) 

Octal: 131+6(Send) 
' (i.e. incomplete transmission): 64+2(SUCK)+Send 

nothing (e.g. rfnm): 58+2(SUCK) 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 56 
2) 3 
3) 15 
HS two \'lOrd) 3 
Send) 31 
Octal) 25 
') 11 - - ":" 
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PROGRN~ DESCRIPTION 7.1.2 

NA1·1E 
DDT SUCK 

I 
FUNCTION 

Feed messages a character at a time to DDT 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
DDT .SUCI( is coroutineci with DDT JM1 to form one DDT 
process. Tho DDT SUCK process saves the SUCK message 
leader for DDT JAH and resets BBNF if the message i"s 
from the PDP-10, or TTY at Imp 5 or 30. It then breaks 
each word up into characters and calls a subroutine 
which gives them to DDT JA!-1 (via DDTC) and waits for 
them to be taken (DDT JAI·1 zeroes DDTC when it takes a 
character.) However if the parity bit is not set it 
returns immediately, and if it is a break it sets· the 
DDT-JAH wait return to the DDT reset address and resets 
the suppress output flag (DDTI which TTY JAt-1 may have 
set.) At the end of a message it sets a flag at which 
DDT JA1'1 will look before its next read and if it's set 
will close its JAH message. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Coroutl.ned lvi th SUCK/WAIT 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None 

INITIALIZATION 
Done by TTY JAH 

CLEANUP 
None 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
DIN\•l - \V'ord returned by SUCK 

SHARED DATA 
DINC - character for DTT input routine 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None 

RUNNING Til·lE 
32+2 (SUCK) +~V"ords (32+SUCK+waits (8+WAIT)) 
add 19+wai ts ( 8+t'lAIT) for odd byte 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
54 
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PROGRA}t DESCRIPTION 7.1.3 

NM1E 
Parameter Change 

FUNCTION 
Accept new values for the parameters govening the 
operation of the Traee and Statistics programs. The 
format of a message to Parameter Change is a set of t'"o 
word pairs. The first word gives the number of the 
parameter to change, and the second word gives the ne\'1 
value for th~ parameter. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Parameter Change has the form of a loop, \-tit.~ a 
coroutine call to SUCK functioning as the implied wait. 
Interrupts are enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Parameter Change runs \othenever SUCK has a \'lOrd from the 
!1-lP. 

EXTERL~AL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
All parameters are initialized to zero. Periodically, 
those parameters necessary for NCC reports are set to 
their nominal values. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
BTR2 - A pointer into PARAMT. 

J 

SHARED DATA 
PARA1·1T - The table of parameters: 
0) TRON - Trace on/off 
1) SNON - Snapshot statististics on/off 
2) SON ~ Cumulative sta~istics on/off 
3) HGON - ~lessage Generator on/off 
4) 
5) TPON - NCC reports on/off 
6) 

7) TLNK - Trace link 
10) STATL - Links for: Snapshot statistics 
11) Cumulative statistics 
12) Message Generator 
13) 
14) NCC reports 

15) TDST - Trace destination 
16) STATD - Destinations for: Snapshot statistics 
17) Cumulative statistics 
20) Message generator 
21) 
22) NCC reports 

23) TF - Auto Trace frequency 
24) . STATF- Frequencies for: Snapshot statistics 
25) Cumulative statistics 
26) Message Generator 
27) 
30) NCC reports 

31) MGNL- Message Generator length· 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING Til-'lE 
10 cycles + 2 calls to SUCK per parameter 
= 50 cycles per parameter 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
20 words 
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PROGRM1 DESCRIPTION 7. 1 • 4 

NAt1E 
Discard 

FUNCTION 
Discard is a process whic~ simply accepts messages from 
the I~W via SUCK. It is used to guarantee the return 
of a RFNM or Incomplete Transmission to a source Host, 
by virtue of the standard IMP to Host mechanisms and 
the fact that Discard is always a responsive Host. In 
particular, when a destination Host takes too long to 
accept a message, or goes down \V'hen the Ir·1P is holding 
messages for it, the messages are marked incomplete and 
put on Discard's queue. When the messages are accepted 
by Discard and thrown away, an Incomplete Transmission 
is automatically sent back to the source Host. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
D1scard has the form of a loop, with a coroutine call 
to SUCK functioning as the implied \'tait. Interrupts 
are e nabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
D1scard runs whenever SUCK has a \ll'ord from the IMP. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 

· - ';. -- . . 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
None. 

SHARED DATA 
None. 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING TIHE 
20 cycles per word 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
3 \iords 
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FUNCTION 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 7. 2 · 

JAM 

I 

Simulate the Host-to-I.HP interface hardware for the 
Fake Hosts. Receive a word from the Host, store it 
through the input pointer, and increment the pointer. 
If the end-of-message indicator is on, or the buffer is 
full (the input and ehd p ointers cross) , give an input 
interrupt. Wait until a new input is possible, and 
then return. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
JAM ~s called by each Fake Host input process as a 
subroutine to send one word to the I~~. It returns 
when that word has been taken and another input is 
logically possible. If another input is not possible, 
it makes a coroutine return to the main background 
loop. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called by: 
Fake host 0 - TTY input. 
Fake host 1 - DDT input. 
Fake Host 2 - Trace input. 
Fake Host 3 - Statistics input. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
HISB - Software interrupt of Host-to-IMP. 
DOZE - Coroutine return to Background. 

INITIALIZATION 
None. 

CLEANUP 
None • 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
GA!-1T - Table of saved return addresses. 

SHARED DATA 
HIBB - Simulated DMC input pointers. 
HIBC - Simulated DMC input end ~ointers. 

I/0 PERFORNED 
None. 
(Simulated I/O includes input transfers, 
and software interrupt on end-of-message and 
input buffer full.) 

RUNNING TIHE 
16 cycles per word 

SIZE (OCTAL} 
ijQ words 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 7.2.1 

NAME 
TTY JAH 

FUNCTION 
1) Process teletype interrupts and input typed 
characters or echo backslash if last character not 
taken. 
2) Send single character 
destination, and if a 
destination to local DDT. 

message 
break, 

to 
reset 

cross patch 
cross patch 

3) Send multi-character messages to message host and 
link. 
4) Send octal numbers within multi-character messages. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Funct~on 1 is performed by an interrupt routine which 
dismisses output completion interrupts for tty output 
and backslashes, types a backslash if the last 
character has not been taken, and reads the tty and 
leaves the character, and an indication of its arrival 
for the tty fake host i.e. the tty jam background 
process. Function 2 is performed. by two coroutines one 
of which either returns with a character with its 
parity bit ored on or dozes while waiting for the 
teletype interrupt routine. The other checks if the 
character is the message escape character ""; 1111 and jumps 
into a function 3 coroutine if it is. Otherwise it 
JA}ffi the crosspatch header, zero link, the character 
left justified, resetting the crosspatch header to 
local DDT for a break, and padding. Function 3 is 
performed by two coroutines one of which uses function 
2's read/doze routine to get characters, jumps back to . 
the function 2 jam coroutine for a " ; " and jumps into 
the function 4 routine for the number escape character 
" : ". The other coroutine JAl-1S the message header and 
link, and then loops, two characters to a word. 
Function 4 is performed by the function 3 read 
coroutine and a coroutine \<thich accumulates an -octal· 
number from the three least significant bits of 
successive characters, terminating on carraige return, 
echoing a linefeed, and jumping back into the function 
3 JAM coroutine. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Corout~ned with JA.r-1/DOZE 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None 



DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
TTFG - interrupt flag word 
TINA - interrupt A registrr save 
TTCR - interrupt character 
TTCH - Read/DOZE character 
TTIW - word so far 

SHARED DATA 
OTGO - output in progress flag 
HSFG - Host Simulator flag 
HSGO - Host Simulator flag at beginning of last message 

I /O PERFORMED 
TTY input and output 

RUNNING TINE 
1) extraneous(!) interrupt: 14 

output interrupt: 28 
' output interrupt: 25 
last not taken and ": 26 
last not taken and no '-= 28 
last taken and character read: 31 

2) 92+break(6)+3(JAM) 
3) 28+3 (JAN) +characters/2 (30+JA1·1) 
4) words(17)+25+JAH+dozes(10+DOZE) 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 35 
2) 61 
3) 30 
4) 37 
Initialization) 16 
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INITIALIZATION 
Zeroes OTGO, HSFG, "HSGO, and TTCH; AND SETS TTY 
crosspatch destination to local DDT. Zero DINC and set 
DDT destination to local TTY for DDT. Set interrupt 
mask enabling TTY and disabling all others. 

CLEANUP 
None 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 7.2.2 

NANE 
DDT JAH 

FUNCTION 
Output DDT characters to the last DDT SUCK source 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
DDT and its input and output routines are run on the 
DDT JAH process. The DOT input routine first tests if 
it has encountered a message end and if it has clears 
the message end flag and calls part of the DDT output 
routine to send off any output that has been done 
(i.e. end the current JAM message.) If the test fails 
or once the output routine returns, the input routine 
checks if DDT Suck has left it a character (in DDTC.) 
If it has it returns it to DOT (having zeroed DDTC.) 
DDT and the DOT output routines are coroutines. The 
output routine is transparant to the A, B, and X 
registers. The saving/restoring is common to all of 
the output routine's entrys/returns. The output 
rout"ine JAMs the header DDT SUCK has saved and then 
returns/calls DDT for characters '"hich it JAHs (oring 
on parity) two at a time. It breaks output up into 
many messages for some commands and for some 
long-winded input messages {recall that the DDT input 
routine closes the DDT ,1AH message on encountering an 
input message end.) The DDT output routine performs an 
additional function: if a flag which TTY Suck sets is 
set, it resets DDT by altering the output routine's 
return address and returning (which allows the TTY to 
interrupt the local DDT.) 

ENTRY POINTS 
CoroutJ.ned with JAl-'1/DOZE 

EXTERNAL CALLS -- - - .. -.... 
None 

INITIALIZATION 
Done by TTY JAM 

CLEANUP 
None 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
DOTW - output \vord save 
DOTA - saved A register I 
DOTB - saved B register 
DOTX - saved X register 
DCNT - output message word count 

SHARED DATA 
DINC input character 
DEND - end of input message flag 

I/0 PERFORHED 
None 

RUNNING TIHE 
DDT input routine: 27+dozes(15+DOZE) 

(closing a message adds 51+JA1·1 cycles) 
DDT output routines: 

38+2(JAM)+S/R+oddbytes(19+S/R)+evenbytes(20+JAM+S/R) 
interrupt saves 7+JAJ-.1 cycles of last odd character 
Saving/Restoring(S/R): 39 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
DDT input routine} 24 
DDT output routine) 35 
interrupt) 4 
S/R) 24 
Initialization) 12 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 7.2.3 

NAHE 
Trace 

FUNCTION 
1) Initiate a message to the selected destination. 
2) Find complete trace blocks on the active trace queue. 
3) Copy them into the message _. · 
4) Return the blocks to the free trace queue. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Function 1 is performed, then functions 2,3, and 4 are 
performed in a loop until the end of the active trace 
queue is reached. Then the message is closed off and 
the program goes to sleep for one background loop. At 
the next background loop, if there is anything on the 
active trace queue, the cycle is repeated. Functions 2 
and 4 run with interrupts locked, otherwise interrup~s 
are enabled. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called as a background c.oroutine once every background 
loop. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
A dummy message is sent off at Initialization. 

CLEJ\NUP 
None • 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
T2BX - Copy loop counter. 
T3BX - Counter for blocks copied. 
OLD2 - Queue pointer used in search. 
OLD1 - Packet pointer used in copy. 

SHARED DATA 
TTF, STRQ - Free and active trace blocks. 
TTO - Trace overflow counter. 

I/0 PERFOR1·1ED 
None. 

RUNNING Til€ 
1) 20 cycles 
2) 20 cycles per block 
3) 200 cycles per block 
4) 10 cycles per block 
Total 250 cycles for one block message 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 10 words 
2) 30 words 
3) 30 words 
4) 10 words 
Total 100 words 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 7.2.4 

NM1E 
Statistics 

I 
FUNCTION 

1) Detect transitions in the cumulative statistics on/off 
indicator and update the statistics-gathering locations. 
2) Check each active statistics ·program to see if it is 
time to call it. If it i~~ . send out the message leader. 
3) Call 'SNAP, the Snapshot Statistics program, 
if necessary. 
4) Call SEST, the Cumulative Statistics program, 
if necessary. 
5) Call GENM, the I-iessage Generator program, 
if necessary. 
6) Call TRBL, the NCC Trouble Report program, 
if necessary. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The four Statistics programs are multiplexed on a 
single fake host port. The Statistics slot · is a 
coroutine in the background loop which performs 
function 1 and then performs the function 2 for each of 
the 4 programs, using shared code. Both the functions 
run with interrupts enabled. When it is time to run a 
given statistics program, then functions 3,4,5, and 6 
may be performed. These programs run with interrupts 
enabled for the most part. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Called as a background coroutine once every ba~kground 
loop. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
None. 

INITIALIZATION 
- - -: - ... ~ ..... 

1) The saved copy of the Cumulative Statistics on/off 
flag is initialized to be off, and the 
statistics-gathering locations are initialized to their 
nominal contents. 
2) All the· statistics programs are initialized to be 
off. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) SOFO - Saved copy of the Cumulative Statistics 
on/off flag. 
SB1, SC1, SW1 Tables for · statistics-gathering 
locations, their nominal contents, and their contents 
when cumulative statistics are turned on. 
2) OLDS - Table of the times that each statistics 
program was last run. 

SHARED DATA 
1) SON - Cumulative Statistics on/off flag. 
2) SNON, SON, ~1GON, TPON - The on/off flags. 
STATF, STATD, STATL- Tabled parameters for each 
statistics program, giving frequency, destination, and 
link. 
3) TIHE - Local time. 
NHA, NHS - Host queue counters for each host. NFA, 
NFS, NSFA, NSFS, NREA, NRES, NA~A, NALS - Storage 
utilization counters. 
RUT, RST - Route Use Table and Route Send Table. 
q) SYNC - Global time. 
STTB - Table of statistics counters. 
6) HIHD - Host alive/dead flags for each host. 
SWS - Switch setting word. 
RSFNCC - Restart/reload indicator. 
HLTLOC, HLTA, HLTX - Saved PC,A,X from last halt. 
NFA, NFS, NSFA, NSFS, NREA, NRES, NALA, NALS. 
VERS- IMP program version ·number. 
HOST34 - I~~ confguration word. 
TIPVER - TIP program version number. 
HLNH, HLSNT, HLRCVD - Number of host being tested, 
number of test messages sent and received. 
LINE, NEIGHB - Tables for each line, 
giving up/down status and neighbor imp number. 
RTSSNT, E123, E321 - Tables of number of routing messages 
sent, received, and missed for each line. 
THRUPT - Table of number of acks per line. 
NTRTAB, HTPTBL- Table of pointers and a 
table of host throughput counters. 
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1/0 PERFORHED 
None. 

RUNNING Til1E 
1) 10 cycles {+200 cyles if transition) 
2) 15 cycles per program (+200 cycles if program is run) 
3) 7000 cycles 
4) 7000 cycles 
5) 25 cycles pe r word 
6) 2500 cycles 

SIZE {OCTAL) 
1) 30 words 
2) 100 words 
3) 30 \'lOrds 
4) 20 words 
5) 50 \'lOrds 
6) 130 \'lords 

- - - ... · .. .... 
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PROGRA1·1 DESCRIPTION 7 • 3 

NAl·1E 
Back Hosts 

I 
FUNCTION 

The Back Hosts serve as the source of several important 
control messages~ . 
1) BACKO - Send Allocates, RFNHs, and RFN1·1s with 

Allocates. __ 
2) BACK1 - Send Incomplete Transmissions. 
3) BACK2 - Send Give Backs. 
4) BACK3 - Send non-request single packet messages. 
5) BACK4 - Send out-of-range replies, 

re-routed packets from dead lines, and 
destination dead messages. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The Back Hosts are a series of coroutines called from 
the main Background loop. Each routine determines if a 
particular kind of message needs to be sent. If one 
does, it formats the appropriate message, gives it to 
TASK and waits for it to be accepted. If at any time 
processing cannot continue, the routine makes a 
coroutine return to the Background. 

ENTRY POINTS 
Corout~ne entrance from Background. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
GIVTSK - Call the TASK routine with a packet and wait 
for it to be accepted. 
SLEEP - Return to the Background loop. 

INITIALIZATION 
The coroutine entries, tabled in SLTB, are 
for each routine. 

CLEANUP 

initialized 
- --;'" --- ···· 

1 ) No HFN.t-·1 is delayed more than 1 second by waiting for 
a piggy-b~cked allocate. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
1) 

; ' 

2) BACK1P - Pointer to message table. One entry 
is checked per call. 
3) BACK2D - Destination I~W for Give Back. 
4) BACK3P - Pointer to PPT. One entry is checked 
per call. 

SHARED DATA 
TSKFLG - A communication flag for each 
Back Host '\'lhich indicates '\-lhether TASK 
accepted or rejected the last input. 
1) RALLY - Table of pending RFNMs and Allocates. 
NALA, NALS, NREA, NRES - Storage utilization counters. 
2) TMESS - Transmit message number table. 
3) TALLY - Transmit allocate table. 
4) PPT - Pending packet table. 
5) SRQ, ERQ - Reply, reroute, and destination 
dead queue. 

I/0 PERFORNED 
None. 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 200 words 
2) 100 words 
3) 30 words 
4) 30 words 
5) 20 '\-lords 
Other 60 words 
Total 500 words 
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FUNCTION 
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0 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 8 

Very Distant Host (VDH) 

To implement the Very Distant Host interface described 
in Appendix F of BBN Report 1822. This includes 
handling the VDH modem interface, implementing the 
Reliable Transmission Package described in Appendix F, 
and efficiently interfacing the Ha liable Transmission 
Package to IHP to Host and Host to IMP while at the 
same time simulating the Regular Host Interface as far 
as Host to I }W and IMP to Host are concerned. 

- .. ~ ·-
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 8.1 

NA.f.1E 
VDH Initialization / 

FUNCTION 
1) To initialize the entire VDH package when the system 
is restarted. · 
2) To reinitialize the VDH_acknowledgement system when 
the VDH phone line has failed, \ihen I~1P to Host flaps 
the ready-line, or when the system is restarted. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Both functions 1 and 2 are non-reentrant subroutines. 

ENTRY POINTS 
1) The entry point for function 1 is VDH.I which is 
called by IMP initialization thruogh '"'VDH1.""• 
2) The entry point for function 2 is VD.REI which . is 
called by function 1 and by VDH Timeout, by the latter 
when the VDH phone line goes dead or IMP to Host flaps 
the ready-line. VDH Timeout also calls VD.REI when a 
" spurious ack " is detected. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
1) VD. I calls VD. REI to have the acknO\o~ledgement system 
reinitialized. 
2) VD.REI calls flush to return unacknowledged buffers. 

INITIALIZATION 
1) The call to VD.I is initializated as part of the 
VDHDEF code in IHP initialization •. 
2) None. 

CLEANUP 
None. 

- - ;--. -... · ....... 
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DATA STRUCTURES 
None specific to VDII Initialization. 

LOCAL DATA 
1) None . 
2) VD.REX is used as a temp for the index register. 

SHARED DATA 
All tables or variables . initialized by VDH 
Initialization are, of course, in some sense shared 
with the other VDH routines. Therefore, appropriate 
interlocks must be taken with calls to VD.REI. 

I/0 PERFORBED 
None. 

RUNNING TIHE 
1) Negligible. 
2) 200 cycles plus a call to FLUSH. 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 10 words. 
2) 32 words. 
Total 42 words. 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 8.2 

NAHE 
VDH Input Interrupt 

FUNCTION 
1) To process modem input interrupts from VDH phone 
line and to initiate ne~ modern ~nputs for this same 
line. 
2) To process acknowledgements. . 
3) To keep the phone line alive if acks are received. 
q) To pass packets received from the phone line to VDH 
Background. 
5) To mark for acknowledgements to be sent. 
6) To detect duplicate packets received. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
VDH Input Interrupt is a non-reentrant subroutine 
called by the VDH modem input interrupt. Included is 
one local subroutine which is called to process 
acknowledgements. 

ENTRY POINTS 
The entry point to VDH Input Interrupt is VD.II which 
is called by the VDH r10DEM INPUT INTERRUPT. VDH Input 
Interrupt runs on a priority below the other modem 
input interrupts but above the modern output interrupts 
-- that is, it runs at the same level as the other 
modem input interrupts until it gets an interrupt and 
then it enables the other modern input interrupts. 
VD.AP is the entry point to the local subroutine used 
to process acknowledgements. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
If a spurious ack is received, HLTNCC is called to send 
a trap to the NCC and VD.REI is called to resync the 
acknowledge sequence. DODXA is also called after the 
registers are saved to enable interrupts. - .. · •.. 

INITIALIZATION 
The call to VD.II 
the VDHDEF code. 
Interrupt is done 

CLEANUP 

is set up in IMP initialization by 
All other initialization of VDH Input 
by VDH Initialization. 

None other than that already mentioned for spurious 
acks. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
The mask, keys, and registers are saved in VD.IM, 
VD.IK, VD.IA, and VD.IX. / VD.IIB, VD.RBL, VD.CNP, and 
VD.RCN are used to save the input buffer pointer, the 
buffer length, a pointer to the input buffer control 
word, and the receive channel number. 

SHARED DATA 
VDH Input Interrupt accesses the FREE queue and NFS, 
accesses the counters VD.R and VD.T which are shared 
with other of the VDH routines, and accesses the tables 
VD.TOE, VD.TB, VD.RE, VD.ROE, and VD.RB which are 
shared with the other VDH routines. 

I/0 PERFOIU>1ED 
Does VDH modem inputs. 

RUNNING TINE 
205 cycles plus a call to DODXA assuming the received 
packet is good and acceptable and carries one 
non-duplicate ack to process. 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1), 4), and 5) 75 words 
2) and 3) 37 words 
6) 11 words 
Save and restore mask, keys, and registers 25 words 
Local storage 7 words 
Total 201 words 

- !:" - 40 · .... 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
The mask, keys, and registers are saved in VD. 01•11 

VD.OK, vo.ox, and VD.OA. VD.OB and vo.av are used to 
save pointers to the output buffer and to build the 
control word field. 

SHARED DATA 
VDH Output Interrupt accesses the FREE queue·via FLUSH, 
ACCESSES THE COUNTERS VD,R and VD.D shared with the 
other VDH routines, and accesses the tables (e.g., 
VD.TE and VD.TB} shared with the other VDH routines. 

I/O PERFORr-1ED 
Does VDH modem outputs. 

RUNNING TI11E 
1so cycles plus a call to DODXA plus a call to FLUSH 
assuming the that the is a buffer to transmit and one 
acknoliledged buffer to release. 

SIZE (OCTAL} 
1), 3), 4) , · and 5) 64 words 
2) 1 0 \'lords 
Save and restore mask, keys, and registers 27 words 
Local storage 6 words 
Total 131 words 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 8.4 

NAME 
von Timeout 

I 
FUNCTION 

To decrement VD.R, VD.T, and VD.D as appropriate, to 
test the IHP/Host ready-l"ine, and to call VD.REI if the 
IMP/Host ready-line has been flapped or if the VDH 
phone ~ine has gone de~dp _ 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
VDH T1meout is a non-reentrant subroutine. 

ENTRY POINTS 
The subroutine entry point is VD.TO which is called 
through VDH3. by Slow Timeout. 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
VD.REI ~s called when the VDH phone line goes dead or 
the IMP/Host ready-line is flapped. 

INITIALIZATION 
The call to VD.TO from Slmo~ Timeout is initialized as 
part of the VDHDEF code in IHP initialization. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
None. 

SHARED DATA 
The counters VD.R, VD.T, .and VD.D are shared with the 
other VDH routines. The flag VD.RDY is shared with Ir~ 
to Host. 

I/O PERFORl•!ED 
None. 

RUNNING TIHE 
20 cycles normally. 
22 cycles plus a call to VD.REI in the worst case. 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
Total 36 words 
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PROGRAH DESCRIPTION 8.5 

NAI'1.E 
VDH Background 

FUNCTION 
1) To pass packets from VDH Input Interrupt to Host to 
I~. . 
2) To pass packets from IMP to Host to VDH Output 
Interrupt. 
3) To wake up VDH Output~ Interrupt if it has 
languished. 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
VDH Background is a non-reentrant subroutine called 
from I~W Background. The subroutine is constructed of 
three essentially straight line section of code to 
handle each of the three functions. An attempt to run 
all three sections is made each time through VDH 
Background. 

ENTRY POINTS 
The entry point to VDH Background is VD.B which i s 
called out of IMP Background via "VDH2." 

EXTERNAL CALLS 
1) FLUSH is called to release the buffer the leader 
carne in and to release the buffer Host to IMP had up 
for input. An interrupt to Host to IMP is faked via a 
call through VD.HII when a buffer is ready for Host to 
IMP and then DODXA must, of course, be called. 
2) GETFRE is called to get a free buffer to swap with 
the buffer IMP to Host .. has set up for output. After 
each buffe r has been sent, an interrupt to IMP to Host 
is faked via VD.HOI and, of course, a call to DODXA is 
then alsb required. 
3) If VDH Output Interrupt does not have an interrupt 
pending, an interrupt is fa ked via VD. OI which, of - -· 
course, must be followed by a call to DODXA. 

INITIALIZATION 
The call to VD.B is initialized as part of the VrniDEF 
code in I~W Initlalization. All other necessary 
initializa tion is done ·by VDH In~tialization. 

CLEANUP 
None. 
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DJ\TJ\ STRUCTURES 

LOCAL DATA 
'l'he mask is saved in VD.BH. -- von background runs at 
IHP to Host level. .Function 2 uses VV. HOL 1 to 
determine whether to send a leader or not. The 
variables VD.IB, VD.BB, VD.BBT, and VD.BBF are used to 
S\'lap bufffers with the n1P to Host and Host to H·1P 
routines. 

.• 

SHARED DATA , 
VDH Background shares all of the various VDH tables 
with the other VDH routines. 

1/0 PERFORHED 
VDH Background does no actual I/O but simulates the I/O 
hardware as far as IHP to Host, Host to IMP, and VDH 
Output Interrupt are concerned. 

RUNNING TIHE 
3) 10 cycles plus a call to DODXA plus, if VDH Output 
Interrupt is to be woken up, a call to that. 
Save and restore mask 20 cycles 

SIZE (OCTAL) 
1) 72 \~ords 
2) 102 words 
3) 5 words 
Save and restore mask 15 words 
Local storage 5 words 
Total 221 words 
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